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Abstract. This paper derives asymptotic approximations to two-sided matching markets

with non-transferable utility, assuming that the number of market participants grows large.

We consider a model in which each agent has a random preference ordering over individual

potential matching partners, and agents’ types are only partially observed by the econome-

trician. We show that in a large market, the inclusive value is a sufficient statistic for an

agent’s endogenous choice set with respect to the probability of being matched to a spouse

of a given observable type. Furthermore, while the number of pairwise stable matchings

for a typical realization of random utilities grows at a fast rate as the number of market

participants increases, the inclusive values resulting from any stable matching converge to

a unique deterministic limit. We can therefore characterize the limiting distribution of the

matching market as the unique solution to a fixed point condition on the inclusive values.

Finally we analyze identification and estimation of payoff parameters from the asymptotic

distribution of observable characteristics at the level of pairs resulting from a stable match-

ing.
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We consider identification and estimation of preference parameters in two-sided matching

markets, where the researcher does not observe agents’ preference rankings over match-

ing partners, but only attributes or characteristics of the individuals involved in a trans-

action. Our setup assumes that the market outcome is a pairwise stable matching with

non-transferable utilities (NTU), where each agent has a strict preference ordering over in-

dividuals on the opposite side of the market, and agents’ types are only partially observed.

We describe our results using the language of the classical stable marriage problem. Other

examples for markets without transfers between agents - or transfers that are set exogenously

- include assignment of students to schools or colleges, of interns to hospitals, or contracts

between workers and employers if wages or salaries are determined by centralized bargaining

or the government. Markets of this type were first analyzed by Gale and Shapley (1962),

and existence and properties of pairwise stable matchings are now well understood from a
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theoretical perspective (see Roth and Sotomayor (1990) for a summary of results). However,

estimation of preference parameters from these models remains challenging due to the large

number of distinct stable matchings and the interdependence between individuals’ prefer-

ences and matching opportunities.

We propose a highly tractable asymptotic approximation to the distribution of matched

observable characteristics resulting from pairwise stable matchings that assumes that the

number of agents in the market is large. We obtain a unique limit for the type-specific

match frequencies that depends on agents’ preferences only through a joint surplus mea-

sure at the match level and the inclusive value for the set of matching partners available

to the agent. We show that the joint surplus as a function of observable characteristics

is nonparametrically identified from the asymptotic distribution, however without further

assumptions, it is not possible to identify preferences on the male and female side of the

market separately. For estimation of structural parameters from the limiting distribution

using likelihood methods, the (endogenously determined) inclusive value functions can be

treated as auxiliary parameters which solve the theoretical equilibrium conditions. We also

extend the main model to the case in which individuals may only be aware of a random

subset of potential matching partners.

Understanding the structure of matching markets without transfers is in itself of economic

interest, and it is instructive to compare our findings to known properties of competitive

markets with prices and matching markets with transfers. We find that, paralleling our

intuitions for competitive markets, pairwise stability generates an essentially unique observ-

able market outcome, where relative transaction (matching) frequencies are a function of a

surplus measure at the level of a matched pair. However, in the absence of side payments

or prices, the matching market clears through the relative abundance or scarcity of available

matching partners of a certain type rather than explicit transfers. Furthermore, the pseudo-

surplus measure captures only distributional substitution patterns between characteristics

of matching partners rather than trade-offs at the individual level, and is not maximized by

the market outcome. In particular, the scale of the male and female contributions to pseudo-

surplus reflect the importance of systematic utility relative to idiosyncratic taste shifters in

either side’s random preferences rather than a common numéraire.

We characterize the stable matching as a result of every agent choosing from the set of

potential spouses that are available to her or him. In particular, an available potential spouse

must prefer that agent to his/her current match. Hence, the pairwise stability conditions

correspond to a discrete choice problem with latent choice sets that are not observed by

the researcher and endogenous outcomes of the model. Without further structure, this

leads to enormous difficulties for identification analysis or estimation. In our analysis, a key

simplification results from the observation that many commonly used random utility models
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exhibit independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) as a limiting property when the set of

choice alternatives is large. For the conditional logit model it is known that as a result of

the IIA property, an individual’s matching opportunities can be summarized by the inclusive

value, a scalar sufficient statistic with respect to the conditional choice probabilities.

In principle, there are many possible ways of embedding an n-agent economy into a se-

quence of markets. Our main objective in this paper to construct a “plausible” approxi-

mation that reflects two crucial features of the finite-agent market: For one, we intend to

approximate a distribution of matching characteristics under which a nontrivial fraction of

the population remains unmatched. On the other hand, we need to strike the right balance

between the magnitude of observed characteristics and idiosyncratic taste shocks so that in

the limit the joint distribution of matched characteristics of men and women does not de-

generate to a matching rule that is deterministic or independent of observed characteristics.

We show below that imposing these two requirements simultaneously results in specific rates

for payoff parameters along the limiting sequence. Specifically, the limiting distribution will

have the first property only if the outside option is made more attractive at exactly the right

rate as the size of the market grows. The second condition concerns the scale of the distribu-

tion of unobserved heterogeneity, where the rate of increase in the variance of idiosyncratic

taste shocks depends on the tail behavior of its standardized distribution.

We then show that in the limit, the equilibrium inclusive values are a deterministic function

of an individual’s observable attributes alone. Furthermore, the inclusive value functions

generated by a stable matching are uniquely determined by the marginal distributions of

men’s and women’s observable characteristics. This result does not imply uniqueness of the

stable matching in the limit - in fact it is known that the typical number of stable matchings

increases at an exponential rate in the number of participants. Rather, the increasing number

of distinct matchings are in the limit indistinguishable from the researcher’s perspective since

they all result in the same limiting joint distribution of matched observable characteristics.

Related Literature. Logan, Hoff, and Newton (2008) estimate a model for a matching

market, and Christakis, Fowler, Imbens, and Kalyanaraman (2010) use MCMC techniques

to estimate a model of strategic network formation, but do not explicitly account for the

possibility of multiple equilibria. The matching market model analyzed in this paper is

different from that in Choo and Siow (2006), Fox (2010) and Galichon and Salanié (2012)

in that we do not assume transferable utilities, so that stable matchings do not necessarily

maximize joint surplus across matched pairs. Also, we allow for unobserved heterogeneity

in preferences over individual potential spouses on the other side of the market. In contrast,

previous work by Choo and Siow (2006), Galichon and Salanié (2012), and Hsieh (2012)

assumes that unobserved taste shifters are group-specific, i.e. agents are indifferent between

potential spouses of the same observable type. Decker, Lieb, McCann, and Stephens (2013)
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give a representation of equilibrium in the transferable utilities with finitely many types in

terms of the share of unmarried agents of each type, and show uniqueness of the resulting

matching equilibrium.

Echenique, Lee, and Shum (2010) and Echenique, Lee, Shum, and Yenmez (2012) consider

inference based on implications of matching stability assuming that agents’ types are discrete

and fully observed by the econometrician. Pakes, Porter, Ho, and Ishii (2006), Baccara,

Imrohoroglu, Wilson, and Yariv (2012) and Uetake and Watanabe (2012) estimate matching

games via inequality restrictions on the conditional mean or median of payoff functions

derived from necessary conditions for optimal choice. Instead, we model the full distribution

of payoffs and match characteristics. In general, our approach requires some conditions on

the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity (most importantly independence from observed

characteristics and across agents), but on the other hand that knowledge permits to compute

policy-relevant counterfactuals (e.g. conditional choice probabilities) based on estimated

parameters and the asymptotic approximation to the distribution of matched characteristics.

Our main approach towards identification and estimation is to work with a more tractable

large-sample approximation to the distribution of observable characteristics at the level of

pairs resulting from a stable matching. Our formal derivations for the limiting match-

ing games rely heavily on insights from Dagsvik (2000)’s analysis of aggregate matchings.

Specifically, Dagsvik (2000) showed convergence of the distribution of matchings with no

observable attributes under the assumption that individual taste shifters are extreme value

type-I distributed and private knowledge, and characterized the limiting distribution for

discrete attributes, assuming convergence. In contrast to our analysis, his model imposes

a market clearing condition with respect to type-specific supply and demand probabilities

as a solution concept, whereas we assume pairwise stability given the realized values of

non-transferable utilities. We also extend his arguments to the empirically relevant case

of continuous covariates, establishing uniqueness of the limiting distribution of observable

characteristics in matched pairs. Previous characterizations of the distribution of match

characteristics in both the TU and the NTU setting were limited to the case of finitely many

observable types (this includes the results by Dagsvik (2000), Choo and Siow (2006), Gali-

chon and Salanié (2012), Hsieh (2012), and Graham (2013)). To our knowledge the only

exception is Dupuy and Galichon (2013)’s continuous extension to Choo and Siow (2006)’s

characterization of equilibrium in the TU matching model.

Agarwal (2012) and Azevedo and Leshno (2012) consider limiting distributions as the

number of individuals on one side of the market grows. Interestingly, in both models, the

stable matching in the limiting game is unique. However, in our analysis the number of agents

on both sides of the market grows, and although we show that the limiting distribution of

matched characteristics is unique, the number of distinct stable matchings grows at a fast
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rate. The stable matchings will in general differ from the agents’ perspective even in the

limit - both in terms of welfare and the identity of their match - and our uniqueness result

only concerns observational equivalence from the econometrician’s perspective.

The implications of the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property for dis-

crete choice models with a finite, or countably infinite number of alternatives have been

analyzed by R.Luce (1959), McFadden (1974), Yellott (1977), Cosslett (1988), Resnick and

Roy (1991), and Dagsvik (1994). We show that for the NTU model, the pairwise stability

conditions translate into a discrete choice problem with unobserved and endogenous choice

sets containing a large number of alternatives, where IIA arises as a limiting property of

conditional choice probabilities, which greatly simplifies our analysis.

Notation. We use standard “little-o”/“big-O” notation to denote orders of convergence for

deterministic sequences, and convergence in probability for random sequences. We also write

an ≍ bn if limn an/bn = 1. We also use the abbreviations a.s. and w.p.a.1 for the qualifiers

“almost surely” and “with probability approaching one.”

2. Model for Finite Economy

The researcher observes data on matching outcomes from one or several markets. We

assume that a data set contains variables xi and zj that have information on some of women

i’s and man j’s characteristics, where both vectors may contain discrete and continuous vari-

ates. We denote the number of women and men in the market with nw and nm, respectively.

The marginal distributions of xi and zj in the population are given by the p.d.f.s w(x) and

m(z), and we denote the supports of xi and zj with X and Z, respectively.

Furthermore, we observe the outcome of the matching process, where we have information

whether man j and woman i are matched, and which individuals remain single. Specifically,

we use µw(i) and µm(j) to denote woman i’s, and man j’s spouse, respectively, under the

matching µ. Each individual can marry a person of the opposite sex or choose to remain

single.

2.1. Types and Preferences. We consider a matching model with non-transferable utili-

ties (NTU), where preferences over spouses are given by the latent random utility functions

of the form
Uij = U(xi, zj) + σηij

Vji = V (zj , xi) + σζji
(2.1)

for i = 1, . . . , nW and j = 1, . . . , nM . The random utility for the outside option - i.e. of

remaining single - is specified as

Ui0 = 0 + σmaxk=1,...,J {ηi0,k}
Vj0 = 0 + σmaxk=1,...,J {ζj0,k}

(2.2)
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where for our asymptotic sequence, J is assumed to increase at a rate to be specified below,

and the scale parameter σ may also depend on market size.

In our setup, payoffs have “systematic” components U(xi, zj) and V (zj , xi) that are a func-

tion of individual i and j’s characteristics xi, and zj , respectively, and the “idiosyncratic”

components ηij, ζji and ηi0,k, ζj0,k are i.i.d. draws from a known distribution that are inde-

pendent of x1, x2, . . . and z1, z2, . . . . For our derivation of the limiting distribution, we do

not explicitly distinguish between components of xi and zj that are observed or unobserved.

However the central difference between the roles of the “systematic” and the “idiosyncratic”

parts of the payoff functions in our model is that random taste shifters ηij and ζji are as-

sumed to be independent across i, j and therefore do not induce correlation in preferences

across agents. The appropriate choice of a sequence for σ will generally depend on the shape

of the tails of G(·) and will be discussed below.

The model differs from the assumptions in previous work by Choo and Siow (2006) and

Galichon and Salanié (2012) in that the idiosyncratic taste shocks for woman i and man j, ηij

and ζji, respectively, are individual-specific with respect to potential spouses j = 1, . . . , nm

and i = 1, . . . , nw rather than only allowing for heterogeneity in tastes over a finite number

of observable characteristics. In that aspect, our random utility model is similar to that

in Dagsvik (2000) - however our setup also allows for the systematic part of the random

utility functions to depend on continuous characteristics, and we do not assume a particular

distribution for the idiosyncratic taste shifters.

The rationale for modeling the outside option as the maximum of J independent draws

for the idiosyncratic taste shifters is that as the market grows, the typical agent can choose

from an increasing number of potential spouses. Since in our setup the shocks ηij and ζji

generally have unbounded support, any alternative with a fixed utility level will eventually be

dominated by one of the largest draws for the increasing set of potential matching partners.

Hence, by allowing the agent to sample an increasing number of independent draws for the

outside option, it can be kept sufficiently attractive to ensure that the share of unmatched

agents remains stable along the sequence. Alternatively, one could model the outside option

as Ũi0 = log J+σηi0, where ηi0 is a single draw from the distribution G(η), as e.g. in Dagsvik

(2000). Preliminary calculations suggest that both approaches lead to equivalent results, but

the formulation with “multiple outside options” is more convenient for our derivations than

the “location shift” version.

The assumption of non-transferable utility makes our results applicable to markets in which

transfers between matching partners are restricted or ruled out altogether. Institutional

restrictions on transfers or side payments are often motivated by ethical or distributional

concerns, and are common e.g. for assigning students to schools or colleges or residents

to hospitals in the medical match. Note that our assumptions allow for transfers that are
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deterministic functions of characteristics xi, zj, in which case we can interpret U(xi, zj) and

V (zj, xi) as the systematic parts of payoffs net of transfers. For example, employment

contracts between workers and a firms may be subject to collective bargaining agreements,

which stipulate a fixed wage given the job description and worker’s education, experience,

or tenure at the firm.

Throughout the paper, we will maintain that the deterministic parts of random payoffs

satisfy certain uniform bounds and smoothness restrictions:

Assumption 2.1. (Systematic Part of Payoffs) The functions |U(x, z)| ≤ Ū < ∞
and |V (z, x)| ≤ V̄ < ∞ are uniformly bounded in absolute value and continuous in X × Z.

Furthermore, at all (x′, z′)′ ∈ X × Z the functions U(x, z), and V (z, x) are p ≥ 0 times

differentiable with uniformly bounded partial derivatives.

For notational simplicity, in the formulation of the differentiability requirements we do

not distinguish between components of x, z that are continuous and those which only take

discrete values. The condition could be weakened to hold only with respect to the continuous

parts, holding the discrete components fixed.

We next state our assumptions on the distribution of unobserved taste shifters. Most

importantly, we impose sufficient conditions for the distribution of maxj ηij to belong to the

domain of attraction of the extreme-value type I (Gumbel) distribution. Following Resnick

(1987), we say that the upper tail of the distribution G(η) is of type I if there exists an

auxiliary function a(s) ≥ 0 such that the c.d.f. satisfies

lim
s→∞

1−G(s+ a(s)v)

1−G(s)
= e−v

for all v ∈ R. We are furthermore going to restrict our attention to distributions for which the

auxiliary function can be chosen as a(s) := 1−G(s)
g(s)

. We can now state our main assumption

on the distribution of the idiosyncratic part of payoffs:

Assumption 2.2. (Idiosyncratic Part of Payoffs) ηij are i.i.d. draws from the distri-

butions G(s), and are independent of xi, zj, where (i) the c.d.f. G(s) is absolutely continuous

with density g(s), and (ii) the upper tail of the distribution G(s) is of type I with auxiliary

function a(s) := 1−G(s)
g(s)

.

As we already pointed out before, conditional independence of idiosyncratic taste shifters

across alternatives is a strong, but nevertheless very common restriction in the discrete choice

literature. Conditional independence implies that any correlations in preferences for differ-

ent alternatives must be due to the systematic part of random utility functions. In order

to illustrate the main difference between our NTU setup and the alternative assumption of

transferable utilities, note that transfers resulting from splitting the match surplus mechan-

ically depend on the idiosyncratic taste shifters and therefore generally result in correlated
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net payoffs Uij and Vji conditional on xi, zj . Hence, while we can easily extend our framework

to allow for transfers that are deterministic functions of xi, zj , the assumption of conditional

independence of net payoffs Uij and Vji cannot be reconciled with the standard transferable

utility model.

Continuity of the distribution of η in part (i) is fairly standard, and as discussed above,

parts (ii) of the assumption ensure that the distribution of unobserved taste shocks belongs

to the domain of attraction of the extreme-value type-I (Gumbel) distribution. While we do

not give more primitive conditions for part (iii), it is possible to show that it is satisfied for

most parametric specifications for the distribution of ηij commonly used in discrete choice

models. E.g. for the Extreme-Value Type-I distribution, part (a) holds with auxiliary

function a(s) = 1, whereas for standard normal taste shifters, the condition holds with

auxiliary function a(s) = 1
s
.1

2.2. Pairwise Stability. One standard solution concept for this market is matching sta-

bility: A matching µ is pairwise stable if given the preferences (Uij , Vji)ij , every individual

prefers her/his spouse under µ to any other achievable partner. I.e. µ must satisfy the

conditions (i) if Uij > Uiµw(i), then Vjµm(j) > Vji, and (ii) if Vji > Vjµm(j), then Uiµw(i) > Uij .

The problem of stable matchings with non-transferable utility has been studied extensively

and is well-understood from a theoretical perspective.2 If preferences are strict, a stable

matching always exists, and in general the set of stable matchings has a minimal element µM

and a maximal element µW with respect to the preferences of the female side which we refer

to as the W-preferred and M-preferred stable matching, respectively, whereas the preferences

over matchings on the male side are exactly opposed. Specifically, for any stable matching

µ∗, the W-preferred stable matching satisfies UiµW (i) ≥ Uiµ∗(i) and VjµW (j) ≤ Vjµ∗(j), and for

the M-preferred stable matching we always have UiµM (i) ≤ Uiµ∗(i) and VjµM (j) ≥ Vjµ∗(j). The

M-preferred and W-preferred stable matching can be found in polynomial computing time

using the well-known Gale-Shapley algorithm. The number of distinct stable matchings for

a typical realization of preferences increases exponentially in the number of individuals on

each side of the market (see Theorem 3.19 in Roth and Sotomayor (1990)).

Pairwise stable matchings may arise in centralized matching markets that employ a variant

of the Gale-Shapley algorithm to assign matching partners. Roth and Vande Vate (1990)

show that randomized myopic tâtonnement processes converge to pairwise stable matchings

with probability one if allowed to continue indefinitely, which may also justify matching

stability as a suitable empirical model for decentralized markets. It is also important to

notice that pairwise stability as a solution concept does not require that agents have perfect

knowledge of all participants’ preferences, but each agent only needs to know which matching

1See Resnick (1987), pages 42-43.
2See Roth and Sotomayor (1990) for a synthesis of the classical results on the problem.
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partners are available to him or her. In section 6, we also give a straightforward extension

to the main model which allows for agents only to be aware of a random subset of potential

matching partners.

For our analysis it is useful to translate the pairwise stability conditions into a discrete-

choice problem at the individual level: Given a matching µ, we let the set Mi ≡ Mi[µ] ⊂
{0, 1, . . . , nM} denote the set of men j preferring woman i over their current match, µ(j),

i.e.

j ∈ Mi[µ] if and only if Vji ≥ Vjµ(j)

We call Mi[µ] the set of men available to woman i under the matching µ, or woman i’s

opportunity set, and by default we assume that 0 ∈ Mi, i.e. the opportunity set always

includes the outside option. Similarly, we define man j’s opportunity set Wj ≡ Wj [µ] as

i ∈ Wj[µ] if and only if Uij ≥ Uiµ(i)

where we assume 0 ∈ Wj . For the following it is useful to define

U∗
i (M) := max

j∈M
Uij and V ∗

j (W ) := max
i∈W

Vji

Since 0 ∈ Mi, we have in particular that U∗
i (Mi) ≥ 0. It is straightforward to verify that the

matching µ is stable iff

Uiµ(i) ≥ U∗
i (Mi) and Vjµ(j) ≥ V ∗

j (Wj) (2.3)

for all i = 1, . . . , nw and j = 1, . . . , nm.

2.3. Inclusive Values. The main difficulty in solving for the distribution of stable match-

ings consists in the fact that the set of available spouses Mi and Wj for each individual

is not observed by the researcher, and determined endogenously in the market. However,

the problem simplifies substantially if idiosyncratic taste shifters are independent of the op-

portunity sets, and extreme-value type-I distributed so that the resulting conditional choice

probabilities satisfy the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property. In that the

composition and size of the set of alternatives affects the conditional choice probabilities only

through the inclusive value, a scalar parameter summarizing the systematic components of

payoffs for the available options, see R.Luce (1959), McFadden (1974), and Dagsvik (1994).

We show below that under Assumption 2.2, the conditional choice probabilities converge

to those implied by the conditional logit (extreme-value type I) model in the limit. Most

importantly we find that in that limit, the respective inclusive values of the (endogenous)

opportunity sets Mi and Wj are sufficient statistics with respect to the conditional choice

probabilities, and pairwise stability is asymptotically equivalent to an equilibrium condition

on the inclusive values.
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Holding a woman i’s opportunity set fixed exogenously at M , define the conditional prob-

ability that woman i is available to man j given characteristics xi, zj as

Λw(x, z;M) := P (Uij ≥ U∗
i (M)|zj = z, xi = x) (2.4)

Similarly, for a fixed opportunity set W for man j, the conditional probability that he is

available to woman i given characteristics xi, zj is given by

Λm(z, x;W ) := P (Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W )|xi = x, zj = z)

Note that Λm(·;W ) and Λw(·;M) do in general not coincide with the conditional probabilities

given the equilibrium values ofWj andMi, respectively, but are structural choice probabilities

given an exogenously determined opportunity set.3

We also define the inclusive values for woman i’s opportunity set M , Iw[M ], and for man

j’s opportunity set W , Im[W ] respectively, as

Iwi[M ] :=
1

J

∑

j∈M
exp {U(xi, zj)}

Imj [W ] :=
1

J

∑

i∈W
exp {V (zj , xi)}

The normalization by J−1 is arbitrary at this point, but will be convenient for the asymptotic

analysis. Specifically, we show below that under our assumptions, the size of a typical

participant’s opportunity set grows at a rate proportional to J , and the inclusive value

converges to a deterministic limit. Note also that we depart from the usual definition of the

inclusive value as the conditional expectation of woman i’s indirect utility from a choice set

M ,

E

[

max
j∈M

Uij

∣

∣

∣

∣

xi, (zj)j∈M

]

= log

(

J +
∑

j∈M
exp{U(xi, zj)}

)

+ κ

= log(Iwi[M ]− 1) + log J + κ

where κ is Euler’s constant, see e.g. McFadden (1974). While there is a one-to-one trans-

formation between the inclusive value according to the usual definition and ours, we find it

more convenient to describe our results in terms of the variables Iwi[M ] and Imj [w].

3Here, we use the term “structural” in the sense of the structural form in a simultaneous equations model,
see e.g. Hausman (1983), as opposed to conditional choice probabilities given endogenously determined sets
Mi and Wj , which would correspond to a “reduced form” of the model.
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Now, given our setup and assuming IIA,

Λm(zj, xi;W ) =
exp{V (zj, xi)}

J +
∑

i′∈W∪{i} exp{V (zj , xi′)}

=
J−1 exp{V (zj, xi)}

1 + Imj + J−11l{i /∈ W} exp {V (zi, xi)}
Now note that Imj ≥ 0 almost surely, so that the denominator of the expression on the right-

hand side is bounded away from zero. Since |V (zj, xi)| ≤ V̄ is bounded, we can approximate

Λm(zj , x;W ) by

Λm(zj , x; Imj) :=
J−1 exp{V (zj , x)}

1 + Imj

= Λm(zj , x;W ) + op
(

J−1
)

as J becomes large, where the second equality follows from the continuous mapping theorem.

We can now denote the expectation of woman i’s inclusive value after setting men’s inclusive

values to Imj , j = 1, . . . , nm, exogenously by

Γ̂wi(Im1, . . . , Imnm
) :=

1

J

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(xi, zj)}Λm(zj , xi; Imj)

=
1

J2

nm
∑

j=1

exp{U(xi, zj) + V (zj , xi)}
1 + Imj

Note that the right-hand side expression is symmetric with respect to permutations of the

tuples (zj , Imj) and depends only on woman i’s attributes xi. Hence we define

Γ̂w(x) :=
1

J2

nm
∑

j=1

exp{U(x, zj) + V (zj , x)}
1 + Imj

Γ̂m(z) :=
1

J2

nw
∑

i=1

exp{U(xi, z) + V (z, xi)}
1 + Iwi

For the discussion below, it is also important to notice that the functions Γ̂w(x) and Γ̂m(z)

are defined for all values of x ∈ X and z ∈ Z, respectively, and not only the values of xi

and zj that are seen in the market. Furthermore, since Imj ≥ 0 and Iwi ≥ 0 a.s., Γ̂w(x) and

Γ̂m(z) inherit boundedness, continuity and other smoothness properties from the functions

U(·) and V (·).

3. Limiting Model with a Continuum of Agents

We now define a distributional game which will later be shown to be the appropriate limit

for certain sequences of the finite agent version of the two-sided matching market. Although

for the purposes of this paper, we are primarily interested in the limit of the matching

market as an approximation to the finite agent problem, we argue that it can be motivated
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independently as a random utility model of spousal choice with a continuum of agents. We

rely on work by Cosslett (1988), Resnick and Roy (1991) and Dagsvik (1994), for a coherent

formulation of a random utility model with infinitely many alternatives, and we refer the

reader to these papers for specific definitions and results.

Following Resnick and Roy (1991) and Dagsvik (1994), suppose that spousal preferences

can be represented by random upper semi-continuous (USC) utility functions satisfying the

independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property. The USC property is imposed to

ensure the existence of maxima on compact choice sets. Suppose there is a mass exp{γw}
of women in the market with types distributed according to the p.d.f. w(x), and a mass

exp{γm} of men with types drawn from m(z), where |γw|, |γm| ≤ γ∗ < ∞. Also assume that

the matching opportunities for a woman of type xi = x are given by a random opportunity

set M which is generated by a Poisson process with intensity measure that is a mixture of

a density m(z, x) and a unit mass for the outside option. Furthermore, we assume that M

is independent of woman i’s preferences. Similarly, we let w(z, x) be the Poisson measure

generating the opportunity set for a male of observable type zj = z. For simplicity, we also

assume that w(z, x) and m(x, z) have full support on X × Z. Furthermore, we let z∗(M)

denote the vector of observable characteristics of the (random) arg max over M . Note that

from results by Resnick and Roy (1991), this argmax is well-defined with probability one.

By Theorem 4 in Dagsvik (1994), the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) condi-

tion together with additive separability of the random utility functions implies that

P (z∗(M) ≤ z|xi = x) =

∫

s≤z
exp{U(x, s)}m(s, x)ds

1 +
∫

exp{U(x, s)}m(s, x)ds
≡
∫

s≤z
exp{U(x, s)}m(s, x)ds

1 + Γw[m](x)
(3.1)

In analogy to the finite-sample matching market, we call

Γw[m](x) :=

∫

exp{U(x, s)}m(s, x)ds

the inclusive value of the opportunity set given by m(z, x) to a woman of type x. Similarly,

we let

Γm[w](z) :=

∫

exp{V (z, s)}w(s, z)ds

denote the inclusive value of the opportunity set given by w(x, z) to a man of type z.

Next, we derive equilibrium conditions for the Poisson intensities w(x, z) and m(z, x): let

w(z|x) to denote the conditional probability that a woman i with observable characteristics

Xi = x chooses a man j with characteristics Zj = z over the best alternative in her opportu-

nity set M . Differentiating the joint c.d.f. in (3.1) with respect to z and dividing by m(z, x),

we find that

w(z|x) = exp{U(x, s)}
1 + Γw[m](x)
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Note that following the same reasoning as in Section 2.3, this choice probability does not

depend on whether man j is in M or not. Using the same steps for the other side of the

market, and noting that w(z, x) = w(z|x)w(x) exp{γw}, we obtain the following equilibrium

conditions on choice probabilities as a generalization of the results in Theorem 3 in Dagsvik

(2000):

w(x, z)

w(x) exp{γw}
=

exp{U(x, z)}
1 +

∫

exp{U(x, s)}m(s, x)ds

m(z, x)

m(z) exp{γm}
=

exp{V (z, x)}
1 +

∫

exp{V (z, s)}w(s, z)ds (3.2)

For our analysis it turns out to be more convenient to formulate the equilibrium conditions

in terms of the inclusive value functions Γw[m](x) := Γw(x) and Γm(z) := Γm[w](z),

Γw(x) =

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x) + γm}m(s)

1 + Γm(s)
ds

Γm(z) =

∫

exp{U(s, z) + V (z, s) + γw}w(s)
1 + Γw(s)

ds (3.3)

where we substituted the p.d.f.s from 3.2 into the definitions of Γw[m](·) and Γm[w](·). In

order to simplify notation, we define the operators Ψm : Γw 7→ Γm and Ψw : Γm 7→ Γw by

Ψw[Γm](x) :=

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x) + γm}m(s)

1 + Γm(s)
ds

Ψm[Γw](z) :=

∫

exp{U(s, z) + V (z, s) + γw}w(s)
1 + Γw(s)

ds (3.4)

In that notation, we can rewrite the equilibrium conditions in (3.3) as the fixed-point problem

Γ∗
w = Ψw[Γ

∗
m] and Γ∗

m = Ψm[Γ
∗
w] (3.5)

To simplify notation, in the following we will write Γ := (Γw,Γm) and Ψ[Γ] := (Ψw[Γm],Ψm[Γw]).

We then consider the equivalent problem

log Γ = logΨ[Γ]

and show that under Assumption 2.1, the mapping log Γ 7→ log Ψ[Γ] is a contraction, imply-

ing existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium inclusive value function Γ∗.

Theorem 3.1. (Unique Equilibrium in Limiting Game) Under Assumption 2.1, (i)

the mapping (log Γ) 7→ (logΨ[Γ]) is a contraction mapping with
∥

∥

∥
logΨ[Γ]− log Ψ[Γ̃]

∥

∥

∥
≤ λ

∥

∥

∥
log Γ− log Γ̃

∥

∥

∥

where λ := exp{Ū+V̄+γ∗}
1+exp{Ū+V̄+γ∗} < 1 and does not depend on θ. Specifically, a solution to the fixed

point problem in (3.5) exists and is unique. (ii) Moreover the equilibrium distributions are
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characterized by functions Γ∗
w(x) and Γ∗

m(z) that are continuous and p times differentiable

in x and z, respectively, with bounded partial derivatives.

See the appendix for a proof. The second part of the theorem essentially says that the

inclusive value functions Γ∗
w(x) and Γ∗

m(z) solving the limiting problem are very smooth.

This is a straightforward implication of the observation that the respective ranges of the

operators Ψw and Ψm are classes of functions with the same smoothness properties as the

payoff functions U(x, z) and V (z, x).

It is important to note that uniqueness of the limiting inclusive value functions can be

easily reconciled with a growing number of stable matchings as the number of agents in the

market increases: If the stable matching is not unique, then by standard results from the

theory of two-sided matching markets with non-transferable utilities, the number of available

men in the women-preferred matching has to be weakly larger than in the men-preferred

matching for all women, and strictly larger for at least one woman. We do in fact find in

simulations that the number of individuals for whom the opportunity sets differ between

the extremal matchings diverges to infinity as the market grows. However that difference

grows more slowly than the typical size of the opportunity sets under any matching, so that

under the scale normalization in the definition of Γ̂w and Γ̂m, the gap between the inclusive

values corresponding to the M-preferred and W-preferred matching vanishes as the number

of individuals in the economy grows large.

We can now characterize the matching outcome in terms of the measure F of matched

characteristics corresponding the number/mass of couples with observable characteristics x, z

resulting from the matching. Note that this measure does not correspond to a probability

distribution but integrates to a value between exp{max{γw, γm}} and exp{γw} + exp{γm}
that may be different from one. However, we can use this measure to derive the sampling

distributions of matched characteristics for any given sampling protocol, e.g. depending on

whether the researcher selects individuals or couples at random. Implications for identifi-

cation and estimation of preference parameters will be discussed in more detail in section

5.

Let f(x, z) denote the joint density of observable characteristics of a matched pair, defined

as the Radon Nikodym derivative of the measure F . As a convention we let f(x, ∗) and f(∗, z)
denote the density of characteristics among unmatched women and men, respectively. In

particular, the following relations hold:
∫

Z
f(x, z)dz + f(x, ∗) = w(x) exp{γw} and

∫

X
f(x, z)dx+ f(∗, z) = m(z) exp{γm}
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Then, given the inclusive value functions Γ∗
w(x) and Γ∗

m(z) characterizing the equilibrium

opportunity sets, we obtain the (mass) distribution

f(x, z) =
exp{U(x, z) + V (z, x) + γw + γm}w(x)m(z)

(1 + Γ∗
w(x))(1 + Γ∗

m(z))
x ∈ X , z ∈ Z

f(x, ∗) =
w(x) exp{γw}
1 + Γ∗

w(x)
x ∈ X (3.6)

f(∗, z) =
m(z) exp{γm}
1 + Γ∗

m(z)
z ∈ Z

where Γ∗
w and Γ∗

m solve the fixed-point equation in 3.5.

4. Asymptotic Approximation for Finite Market

This section establishes convergence of the distributions generated by stable matchings

in the finite economy to the limiting model in (3.6) derived in the previous section. The

asymptotic argument will proceed in four main steps: First, we show convergence of con-

ditional choice probabilities (CCP) to CCPs generated by the Extreme-Value Type-I taste

shifters, under the assumption that taste shifters ηij are independent from the equilibrium

opportunity sets Wi andMj . Secondly, we demonstrate that dependence of taste shifters and

opportunity sets is negligible for CCPs when n is large. Hence we can approximate choice

probabilities using the inclusive values. In a third step, we establish that the inclusive values

Iw[Mi] and Im[Wj ] are approximated by their conditional means Γ̂w(xi) and Γ̂m(zj). Finally

we show that the inclusive value functions Γ̂w and Γ̂m corresponding to stable matchings are

approximate solutions to a sample analog of the fixed-point problem Γ = Ψ0[Γ]. Uniform

convergence of the sample fixed point mapping to its population version then implies that

the inclusive values converge in probability to the limits Γ∗
w and Γ∗

m.

Next, we specify the limiting sequence of markets. In general, there are many different

ways in which we could embed the n-player economy into an asymptotic sequence. However,

we want the approximation to retain the following features of the finite-agent market: for

one, the share of single individuals should not degenerate to one or zero. Furthermore,

we want the systematic parts of payoffs to remain predictive for match probabilities in the

limit, although the joint distribution of male/female match characteristics should also not be

degenerate in the limit. For the first requirement, it is necessary to increase the payoff from

outside option as the number of available alternatives grows, whereas to balance the relative

scales of the systematic and idiosyncratic parts we have to choose the scale parameter σ ≡ σn

at an appropriate rate.

Assumption 4.1. (Market Size) (i) The size of a given market is governed by n =

1, 2, . . . , where the number of men and women nm = n exp{γm} and nw = n exp{γw} grow

proportionally with n, where γw and γm are bounded in absolute value across markets. (ii)
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The size of the outside option is J =
[

n1/2
]

, where [x] denotes the value of x rounded to

the closest integer. (iii) The scale parameter for the taste shifters σ ≡ σn = 1
a(bn)

, where

bn = G−1
(

1− 1√
n

)

, and a(s) is the auxiliary function specified in Assumption 2.2 (ii).

Part (i) requires that the number of men and women in each market is of comparable

magnitude. The rate for J in part (ii) is chosen to ensure that the share of unmatched

agents is bounded away from zero and one along the sequence.4

The construction of the sequence σn in part (iii) implies a scale normalization for the

deterministic parts Ũij , and is chosen as to balance the relative magnitude for the respective

effects of observed and unobserved taste shifters on choices as n grows large. Specifically, for

an alternative rate σ̃n such that σ̃na(bn) → 0, the systematic parts of payoffs U∗
i1, . . . , U

∗
inm

become perfect predictors for choices as n grows large, whereas if σ̃na(bn) → ∞, the system-

atic parts become uninformative in the limit. For example, if G(η) has very thin tails, the

distribution of the maximum of J i.i.d. draws from G(·) becomes degenerate at a determinis-

tic drifting sequence as J grows, and it is therefore necessary to increase the scale parameter

σ in order for the scale of the maximum of idiosyncratic taste shifters to remain of the same

order as differences in the systematic part. Specifically, if ηij ∼ Λ(η), the extreme-value type

I (or Gumbel) distribution, then we choose bn ≍ 1
2
logn and σn = 1. For ηij ∼ N(0, σ2),

it follows from known results from extreme value theory that the constants can be chosen

as bn ≍ σ
√

W
(

n
2π

)

≍ σ
√
logn and σn ≍ bn

σ2 , where W (x) is the Lambert-W (product log)

function, and for Gamma-distributed ηij , bn ≍ logn and σn = 1.5

The remainder of this section gives the main convergence result in Theorem 4.2 and

Corollary 4.1, and a qualitative outline of the main technical arguments. For the first step,

Lemma B.1 in the appendix establishes that if the distribution of η is in the domain of

attraction of the extreme-value type-I distribution, then for large sets of alternatives, the

implied conditional choice probabilities can be approximated by those implied by the Logit

model. For expositional clarity, the main text only states the main approximation result in

terms of the “unilateral” decision problem of a single agent facing a choice over an increasing

set of alternatives.

4Note also that choosing J̃n = [αn1/2] for a given choice of α > 0 would be equivalent to the original rate
Jn = [

√
n] with a different value for the intercept of the random utility from the outside option, so that our

implicit choice α = 1 is only a normalization.
5See Resnick (1987), pages 71-72.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold, and that z1, . . . , zJ are J

i.i.d draws from a distribution M(z) with p.d.f. m(z). Then as J → ∞,

P (Ui0 ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J) → 1

1 +
∫

exp{U(xi, s)}m(s)ds

JP (Uij ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J |zj = z) → exp{U(xi, z)}
1 +

∫

exp{U(xi, s)}m(s)ds

almost surely for any fixed j = 1, 2, . . . , J .

See the appendix for a proof. Note that the limits on the right-hand side correspond

to the choice probabilities for random sets of alternatives under the IIA assumption which

were derived by Dagsvik (1994). It is important to note that the rate of convergence to the

limiting choice probabilities depends crucially on the shape of the tails of G(s). While for

some choices for G(s), convergence may be very fast, in the case of the standard normal

distribution the rate of approximation for the c.d.f. of the maximum is as slow at 1/ logn

(see e.g. Hall (1979)). Hence, Theorem 4.1 suggests that CCPs resulting from extreme-

value type-I taste shifters can be viewed as a reference case for modeling choice among

large sets of alternatives even if convergence to that limit may be very slow for alternative

specifications. The extreme value approximation to conditional choice probabilities also

requires that individuals’ opportunity sets grow in size as the market gets large. We show

in Lemma B.2 in the appendix that the opportunity sets Wi and Mj do indeed grow at the

rate n1/2 with common bounds that hold for all individuals simultaneously with probability

approaching one.

For the second step, we need to address that woman i’s opportunity set is in general

endogenous with respect to her own taste shifters. To this end, Lemma B.3 in the appen-

dix establishes that the conditional distribution of taste shifters given the opportunity sets

converges to its marginal distribution. It is important to point out that convergence does

not depend on any assumptions regarding how the data generating process selects among

the multiple stable matchings. Instead, our argument is based on bounds on inclusive values

based on the M- and W-preferred stable matchings, respectively.

For the third step, we show that woman i’s conditional choice probabilities given her

opportunity set can be approximated using a state variable Γ̂w(xi) that depends only on her

observable characteristics xi. Specifically, we consider the inclusive values associated with

the extremal matchings, where for the M-preferred matching, we denote

IMwi := Iwi[M
M
i ] =

1

J

∑

j∈MM
i

exp {U(xi, zj)}

IMmj := Imj [W
M
j ] =

1

J

∑

i∈WM
j

exp {V (zj , xi)}
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and we also write IWwi and IWmj for the inclusive values resulting from the W-preferred match-

ing, and I∗wi and I∗mj for any other stable matching. In analogy to our definitions given

exogenously fixed choice sets, we define the average inclusive value function under the M-

preferred matching as

Γ̂M
w (x) :=

1

J2

nm
∑

j=1

exp{U(x, zj) + V (zj , x)}
1 + IMmj

Γ̂M
m (z) :=

1

J2

nw
∑

i=1

exp{U(xi, z) + V (z, xi)}
1 + IMwi

and, we define Γ̂W
w (x), Γ̂W

m (z), Γ̂∗
w(x), and Γ̂∗

m(z) in a similar manner for the W-preferred,

or some generic matching, respectively. Since the opportunity sets M∗
i and W ∗

j arising from

any stable matching satisfy MM
i ⊂ M∗

i ⊂ MW
i and WW

j ⊂ W ∗
j ⊂ WM

j , we immediately

obtain the relations

IMwi ≤ I∗wi ≤ IWwi , and IMmj ≥ I∗mj ≥ IWmj

and

Γ̂M
w (x) ≤ Γ̂∗

w(x) ≤ Γ̂W
w (x), and Γ̂M

m (z) ≥ Γ̂∗
m(z) ≥ Γ̂W

m (z)

for all values of x and z, respectively. Hence, we can use the average inclusive value functions

corresponding to the extremal matchings to bound those associated with any other stable

matching.

Since U(x, z) is bounded, we obtain

I∗wi − Γ̂∗
w(xi) =

1

n1/2

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(xi, zj)}
[

1l{Vji ≥ V ∗
j [W

∗
j ]} − Λm(zj , xi;W

∗
j )
]

+ op(1)

Then, Lemma B.3 also implies that the random variables

vji(I
∗
mj) := 1l{Vji ≥ V ∗

j [W
∗
j ]} − Λm(zj , xi; I

∗
mj)

are approximately independent across j = 1, . . . , nm conditional on I∗mj . Hence, the difference

I∗wi−Γ̂∗
w(xi) can be approximated as a weighted average of mean-zero random variables, where

the pairwise correlations vanish sufficiently fast as n grows. This argument is made precise

in Lemma B.4 in the appendix. It follows that

I∗wi = Γ̂∗
w(xi) + op(1) and I∗mj = Γ̂∗

m(zj) + op(1)

which allows us to approximate inclusive values as a function of observable characteristics

alone.

We then proceed to step four and derive an (approximate) fixed point representation for

the inclusive values. Note that by convergence of I∗mj to Γ̂∗
m(zj) and the continuous mapping
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theorem we can write

Γ̂∗
w(xi) =

1

n

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(xi, zj) + V (zj , xi)}
1 + Γ̂∗

m(zj)
+ op(1)

We next define the fixed point mapping

Ψ̂w[Γm](x) =
1

n

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(x, zj) + V (zj , x)}
1 + Γm(zj)

Ψ̂m[Γw](z) =
1

n

nw
∑

i=1

exp {U(xi, z) + V (z, xi)}
1 + Γw(xi)

(4.1)

In that notation, we can characterize the pairwise stability conditions as the fixed-point

problem

Γ̂∗
m = Ψ̂m[Γ̂

∗
w] + op(1) and Γ̂∗

w = Ψ̂w[Γ̂
∗
m] + op(1) (4.2)

where, noting that Γ̂∗
m, Γ̂

∗
w ≥ 0 a.s., the remainder converges in probability to zero uniformly

in Γw,Γm by Lemma B.4 and the continuous mapping theorem. In particular, the inclusive

value functions for the two extremal matchings, Γ̂M and Γ̂W are solutions to the same fixed

point problem.

We can now show that the solutions to the fixed-point problem in a finite economy (4.2)

converge to the (unique) fixed point of the limiting problem (3.5): For one, the fixed-point

mapping Ψ̂n is a sample average over functions of x, z and Γ, and can be shown to converge

in probability to its population expectation Ψ, which defines the limiting fixed point problem

in (3.5). We then use this result to show that if a inclusive value function results from a

stable matching, it can be represented as an approximate solution to the fixed point problem.

Since the approximation is only shown to be valid for opportunity sets satisfying pairwise

stability, the converse need not hold. However, the solution to the fixed point problem was

shown to be unique in the previous section, and a stable matching is always guaranteed to

exist, so that in fact the fixed point representation and pairwise stability are asymptotically

equivalent.

Finally, since log Ψ[·] was shown to be a contraction, the solution to (3.5) is unique and

well-separated in the sense that large perturbations of Γ relative to the fixed point Γ∗ also

lead to sufficiently large changes in Γ−Ψ[Γ]. In particular, the functions Γ̂M
w , Γ̂M

m and Γ̂W
w , Γ̂W

m

corresponding to the extremal matchings are solutions to (3.5) and therefore coincide even

in the finite economy. Since the average inclusive value functions from the extremal match-

ings bound Γ̂∗
w, Γ̂

∗
m for any other stable matching, the functions Γ̂∗

w(x), Γ̂
∗
m(z) are uniquely

determined.

Formally, we have the following theorem, which is proven in the appendix:
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold. Then (a) for any stable match-

ing, the inclusive values satisfy the fixed-point characterization in equation (4.2), and (b) we

have convergence of the inclusive value functions ‖Γ̂∗
m − Γ∗‖∞

p→ 0 and ‖Γ̂∗
m − Γ∗‖∞

p→ 0.

The preceding steps established that for a large number of market participants, we can

find an approximate parametrization of the distribution of matched characteristics with

the inclusive value functions Γw and Γm, which are characterized as solutions of a system

of equilibrium conditions. The second part of Theorem 4.2 implies that the solutions of

the sample equilibrium conditions converge to those of the limiting game discussed in the

previous section. A converse of part (a) is not needed for our arguments, but with little

additional work, it can be shown that it follows from existence of stable matchings in the

finite economy together with uniqueness of the limit values of Γ established in Theorem 3.1.

Since the inclusive value functions are asymptotically sufficient for describing the distri-

bution of matched characteristics, convergence of Γ̂ to Γ0 also implies convergence of the

matching frequencies in the finite economy to the (unique) limit f(x, z). Formally, we can

now combine the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 with Lemma B.4 to obtain the limiting distri-

bution:

Corollary 4.1. For a given matching µ define the empirical matching frequencies F̂n(x, z|µ) :=
1
n

∑nw

i=0

∑

j∈µm(i) 1l {Xi ≤ x, Zj ≤ z}, where µm(0) denotes the set of men that are single un-

der the matching µ. Then under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, for any sequence of stable

matchings µ∗
n, F̂n(x, z|µ∗

n) converges to a measure F with density f(x, z) given in equation

(3.6).

Broadly speaking, this result states that the matched characteristics from any stable

matching converge “in distribution” to the limiting model in section 3, where the measure F

and the empirical matching frequencies have the properties of proper probability distributions

except that their overall mass is not normalized to one. Note also that the empirical matching

frequencies could equivalently be defined as F̂n(x, z|µ) := 1
n

∑nm

i=0

∑

i∈µw(j) 1l {Xi ≤ x, Zj ≤ z}
where by the definition of a matching, µm(j) and µw(i) are singleton for all values of i, j

except zero. This corollary is the main practical implication of our asymptotic analysis, and

in the remainder of the paper we discuss some implications for identification and estimation

of preference parameters from the distribution of matched characteristics.

5. Identification and Estimation

Since the main objective of this paper is to find estimators or tests that are consistent as

the number of agents in the market increases, we analyze parameter identification from the

limiting distribution of the matching game rather than its finite-market version.6 For now,

6Specifically, our proofs of large-sample results for estimators are analogous to generic convergence arguments
for extremum estimation (see e.g. Newey and McFadden (1994) sections 2 and 3, or van der Vaart andWellner
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this part of the paper assumes that K is small relative to the size of the market, nm + nw.

In future work, we plan to extend our analysis to the case in which the sample includes a

non-negligible fraction of the market.

5.1. Matching Frequencies and Surplus. We now show how to transform the equilibrium

matching probabilities derived in section 3 into a demand system that allows us to analyze

identification in a fairly straightforward manner. Recall that for the limiting game, the joint

density of observable characteristics for a matched pair was given in (3.6) by

f(x, z) =
exp{U(x, z) + V (z, x) + γw + γm}w(x)m(z)

(1 + Γ∗
w(x))(1 + Γ∗

m(z))
x ∈ X , z ∈ Z

where Γ∗
w and Γ∗

m solve the fixed point problem

Γ∗
w(x) :=

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x) + γm}m(s)

1 + Γ∗
m(s)

ds

Γ∗
m(z) :=

∫

exp{U(s, z) + V (z, s) + γw}w(s)
1 + Γ∗

w(s)
ds

We also define the marital pseudo-surplus of a match as the sum of the deterministic parts

of random payoffs,

W (x, z) := U(x, z) + V (z, x)

where in the absence of a common numeraire, the relative scales of men and women’s prefer-

ence are normalized by a multiple of the conditional standard deviation of random utilities

given xi = x and zj = z. In order to understand identifying properties of the model, it is

important to note that we can express the distribution in terms of W (x, z) alone:

f(x, z) =
exp{W (x, z) + γw + γm}w(x)m(z)

(1 + Γ∗
w(x))(1 + Γ∗

m(z))
x ∈ X , z ∈ Z (5.1)

Also, the fixed-point equations defining Γ∗
w and Γ∗

m can be rewritten as

Γ∗
w(x) :=

∫

exp{W (x, s) + γm}m(s)

1 + Γ∗
m(s)

ds

Γ∗
m(z) :=

∫

exp{W (s, z) + γw}w(s)
1 + Γ∗

w(s)
ds (5.2)

Hence, the joint distribution of matching characteristics depends on the systematic parts of

Uij and Vji only through W (x, z), so that we can in general not identify U(x, z) and V (z, x)

separately without additional restrictions. This naturally limits the possibilities for welfare

(1996) chapter 3.2-3), where the population parameter of interest is the unique maximizer of the (limiting)
population objective function, which is then approximated by sample quantities. These arguments do not
require that the sampling objective function results from the same data generating process (DGP) as the
limiting objective as long as we have uniform convergence along the triangular sequence of DGPs.
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assessments from the perspective of either side of the market, but conversely, the pseudo-

surplus W (x, z) is, at least in the limit, a sufficient statistic for the impact of observable

characteristics on the resulting stable matching.

5.2. Sampling Distribution. For identification and estimation, we assume that we observe

a sample of K couples (“households”) k = 1, . . . , K, where w(k) and m(k) give the respective

indices of the wife and the husband, where m(k) = 0 if the kth unit represents of a single

woman and w(k) = 0 if we observe a single man. We can now use the asymptotic measure

of matched characteristics in (3.6) to obtain the density h(x, z) of the sampling distribution

of (xw(k), zm(k)) depending on the sampling protocol.

First, consider the case of a random sample of individuals, where men and women are

surveyed with the same probability. The resulting sample reports the spouses’ characteristics

(xw(k), zm(k)) for the kth unit. If the selected individual is single, we only observe his own

characteristics, and the spousal characteristics are coded as missing. Then the sampling

distribution is given by the p.d.f.

h1(x, z) =
2f(x, z)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm}

h1(x, ∗) =
f(x, ∗)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm}
(5.3)

h1(∗, z) =
f(∗, z)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm}
Alternatively, if the survey design draws at random from the population couples (“house-

holds”), including singles, then the sampling distribution is characterized by the p.d.f.

h2(x, z) =
f(x, z)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm} −
∫

f(s, t)dtds

h2(x, ∗) =
f(x, ∗)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm} −
∫

f(s, t)dtds

h2(∗, z) =
f(∗, z)

exp{γw}+ exp{γm} −
∫

f(s, t)dtds

This discussion could easily be extended to cases in which a survey contains sampling weights

that allow us to reconstruct an weighted sample with comparable properties.7 However, it

is important that for our analysis the matched pair is not the unit of observation, but

endogenous to the model. Since our identification results are based on likelihood ratios

7E.g. suppose that a survey samples a female with attributes xi with probability qw(xi), and a male with
attributes zj with probability qm(zj), and that any sampled individual also reports the characteristics of
their spouse. It can then easily be verified that the correct sampling weights would be 1

qw(xi)
and 1

qm(zj)
,

respectively, if i and j are single, and 1
qw(xi)+qm(zj)

if they are married to each other.
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rather than absolute levels, we discuss identification based on direct knowledge of the measure

f(x, z) rather than the sampling distribution.

5.3. Identification. We next consider identification of the pseudo-surplus functionW (x, z):

Taking logs on both sides and rearranging terms, we obtain

log f(x, z)− [logw(x) + logm(z)] = W (x, z)− [log(1 + Γ∗
w(x)) + log(1 + Γ∗

m(z))] (5.4)

Note that the terms on the left-hand side are features of the distribution of observable

characteristics and can be estimated from the data. This expression also suggests a compu-

tational shortcut which obviates the need to infer the (unobserved) opportunity sets m(z, x)

and w(x, z) to compute the matching probabilities. We can use differencing arguments to

eliminate the inclusive values Γ∗
w(x) and Γ∗

m(z) from the right-hand side expression in (5.4)

using information on the shares of unmatched individuals. Specifically, for any values x ∈ X
and z ∈ Z, consider differences of the form

log
f(x, z)

f(x, ∗)f(∗, z) = W (x, z)

Since the quantities on the right-hand side are observed, the joint distribution of matched

characteristics identifies the pseudo-surplus function W (x, z). This means we can directly

estimate the strength of complementarities between observable types from differences in logs

of the p.d.f. of characteristics in matched pairs.

This simplification can be seen as a direct consequence of the IIA assumption, where

dependence of choice probabilities on a latent opportunity set is entirely captured by the

inclusive value. Similar differencing arguments have been used widely in the context of

discrete choice models for product demand, see Berry (1994).

Furthermore, we can identify the average inclusive value function from the conditional

probabilities of remaining single given different values of x,

Γw(x) =
w(x) exp{γw}

f(x, ∗) − 1

We can summarize these findings in the following proposition:

Proposition 5.1. (Identification) (a) The surplus function W (x, z) and the inclusive

value functions Γw(x) and Γm(z) are point-identified from the limiting measure f(x, z). (b)

Without further restrictions, the systematic parts of the random utilities, U(x, z) and V (z, x)

are not separately identified from the limiting measure f(x, z).

While non-identification of the random utility functions U(x, z) and V (z, x) is a negative

result, it is important to note that the surplus function W (x, z) := U(x, z) + V (z, x) is an

object of interest in itself. Most importantly, the characterization of the limiting distribution

implies that knowledge of W (x, z) is sufficient to compute any counterfactual distributions of
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match characteristics and analyze welfare consequences of policy changes. E.g. it is possible

to predict the effect of changes in sex ratios on marriage rates based on the surplus function

W (x, z) alone.

However, in the context of a parametric model for U(x, z; θ) and V (z, x; θ) it may be

possible to identify preference parameters for the two sides of the market separately in the

presence of exclusion restrictions. Since in a two-sided matching market “demand” of one side

constitutes “supply” on the other, this identification problem illustrates the close parallels

with estimation of supply and demand functions from market outcomes. In that event, our

asymptotic characterization of matching probabilities allows to formulate rank conditions

for identification directly in terms of the surplus function W (x, z). For the transferable

utility case, Galichon and Salanié (2010) discuss identification for several specific models

with restrictions of this type.

Comparing this result to the previous literature on identification in matching markets,

it can be seen that the decision whether to model idiosyncratic preferences over types or

individuals has crucial implications as to whether we can only identify marital surplus or

individual utilities. Our identification result suggests that for “thick” markets, models with

and without transferable utilities may lead to similar qualitative implications, however in

the latter case information on actual transfers may be useful for identification.

5.4. Welfare Effects. In addition to prediction of counterfactuals regarding observable

characteristics of the realized matches, our model also allows for welfare evaluations of policy

interventions. Recall that the inclusive value is related to the expectation of indirect utility

via

E[U∗
i |Xi = x] = log(1 + Γw(x)) + κ

where κ ≈ 0.5772 is Euler’s constant. In particular, if we define sw(x) :=
f(x,∗)

w(x) exp{γw} as the

share of women of type x that remain single, we can express the inclusive value in terms of

observable quantities,

E[U∗
i |Xi = x] = − log

f(x, ∗)
w(x)

+ γw + κ = − log sw(x) + const

Hence, for natural experiments that change the composition of matching markets, we can

interpret the difference in the log shares of unmatched individuals directly as the average

change in the surplus from participating in the matching market for individuals of a given

observable type.

For example we can evaluate the effect of changes to the marginal distribution of charac-

teristics in the market, w(x) and m(z) on individual surplus for any type on either side of

the market. If observed characteristics include income and own education, we can identify

the monetary return to education on the marriage market (compensating or equivalent vari-

ation) from local shifts in education levels and incomes that leave the share of unmatched
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individuals constant.8 Clearly, changes in individuals’ types also affect the value of their

outside option - which was normalized to zero in our analysis - so that comparisons based

log sw(x) do not capture welfare changes that do not operate through the matching market.

For example, we may observe that an increase in women’s education leads to an increase in

the share of unmarried women. This may either reflect a deterioration of women’s match-

ing prospects, or an increase in the relative value of their outside option, either of which is

associated with a decrease in her expected (net) return from participating in the matching

market.

5.5. Estimation. We now turn to estimation of a parametric model for the systematic

payoffs U∗(x, z) := U∗(x, z; θ) and V ∗(z, x) := V ∗(z, x; θ), where the unknown parameter θ ∈
Θ0, a compact subset of some Euclidean space. We can then estimate the parameter θ up to

the normalizations necessary for identification using the resulting surplus function W (x, z) =

W (x, z; θ) := U∗(x, z; θ) + V ∗(z, x; θ) Without loss of generality, assume that estimation is

based on a random sample of individuals rather than couples, with sampling distribution

given in (5.3). Considering log-ratios of the density of match characteristics is convenient for

the analysis of identification of the model without explicitly characterizing the (unobserved)

set of available spouses for any individual. However, two-step estimation of payoff parameters

based on first-step estimates of the p.d.f. of the sampling distribution h1(x, z) is impractical

for estimation, since fully nonparametric estimation of the density would suffer from a curse

of dimensionality in most realistic settings. On the other hand, imposing the restrictions

resulting from our knowledge on the function W (x, z) when estimating h1(x, z) requires

solving for the equilibrium distribution and latent inclusive values, which we wanted to

avoid in the first place.

An alternative consists in treating the inclusive values Γww(k) := Γw(xw(k)), Γmm(k) :=

Γm(zm(k)) as auxiliary parameters in maximum likelihood estimation of parameters of the

surplus function W (x, z), and imposing equilibrium conditions as side constraints in a joint

maximization problem over θ and Γww(k),Γmm(k), where k = 1, . . . , K. Specifically, it follows

from equation (5.3) that

lK(θ,Γ) := log h1(xw(k), zm(k)|θ,Γ)
= W (xw(k), zm(k); θ) + log(2)1l{w(k) 6= 0, m(k) 6= 0}

− log(1 + Γw(xw(k)))− log(1 + Γm(zm(k))) + const

8see Small and Rosen (1981)
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Hence we can write the likelihood function (up to a constant) as

LK(θ,Γ) :=

K
∑

k=1

(

W (xw(k), zm(k); θ) + log(2)1l{w(k) 6= 0, m(k) 6= 0}

− log(1 + Γw(xw(k)))− log(1 + Γm(zm(k)))
)

We can also state the equilibrium conditions using the operator Ψ̂K := (Ψ̂wK , Ψ̂mK) where

Ψ̂wK [Γ](x) =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

exp
{

W (x, zm(k); θ)
}

1l{m(k) 6= 0}
1 + Γm(zm(k))

Ψ̂mK [Γ](z) =
1

K

K
∑

k=1

exp
{

W (xw(k), z; θ)
}

1l{w(k) 6= 0}
1 + Γw(xw(k))

Hence the maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ solves

max
θ,Γ

LK(θ,Γ) s.t.Γ = Ψ̂K(Γ) (5.5)

We can find the MLE θ̂ by constrained maximization of the log-likelihood, where treating

the equilibrium conditions as constraints obviates the need of solving for an equilibrium

in Γ at every maximization step. This constrained problem is high-dimensional in that Γ

generally has to be evaluated at up to 2K different arguments, leading to 2K constraints.

That system of constraints is not sparse but collinear, and we may adapt the constrained

MPEC algorithm proposed and described in Dubé, Fox, and Su (2012) and Su and Judd

(2012).

Since the equilibrium conditions for the inclusive value functions are market-specific, con-

sistent estimation will generally require that we observe a large number of individuals or

couples in each market. However in the absence of market-level heterogeneity, data from any

finite number of markets is typically sufficient for consistency since all objects of interest are

identified from the distribution in a single market. Asymptotic inference for surplus param-

eters or counterfactuals is standard if the sample used by the researcher contains a small

fraction of the households or individuals in each market, and is drawn at random from the

relevant population. If the researcher’s sample includes the entire market, or a significant

share of all individuals, then structural inference on surplus parameters has to account for

conditional dependence of matching decisions across pairs. Asymptotics of this type have

been developed in Menzel (2012) for discrete games, however an application of these ideas

to matching markets is not straightforward and will be left for future research.
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6. Matching with Limited Awareness

The asymptotic results on uniqueness of the limiting distribution and convergence in the

previous sections require that the outside option remain relevant even as the number of

available partners grows for each agent in the market. The asymptotic sequence of markets

in our limiting experiment involved drawing an increasing number of random utilities for the

outside option, and was motivated by approximating properties. A more plausible behavioral

explanation why many agents remain unmatched even in large markets is that with a growing

size of the market, each agent may not be aware of all her/his matching opportunities. Our

asymptotic results require that the number of available matches grows for each agent, most

importantly the step in Lemma B.4, and cannot be easily adjusted to a setup in which

opportunity sets remain small.

This section develops an extension of our baseline setup in which every agent only be-

comes aware of a subset of potential matches at random, where the probability of meeting a

potential spouse may be a function of observed characteristics. For example, characteristics

may include geographic location, so that the probability of meeting may be a function of

spatial distance. This modified thought experiment maintains that the number of draws for

the outside option grow at a root-n rate with the size of the market and continues to assume

that opportunity sets be large. The main purpose of this extension is to arrive at a more

realistic interpretation of the pseudo-surplus function W ∗(x, z) in a setting in which agents

may only observe a subset of agents in the market.

In the modified model, nature initially draws random utilities Uij , Vji according to the

model in (2.1) and (2.2). The matching market then operates in two stages: in stage 1,

agents meet at random and independently of the realized random matching payoffs, where

the probability of a woman of type x meeting a man of type z is given by r(x, z) ∈ [0, 1].

Awareness is assumed to be mutual, i.e. woman i is aware of man j if and only if man j is

also aware of woman i. If a pair (i, j) of a woman and a man is not aware of each other, the

random payoffs for a match between them are set to minus infinity, and otherwise equal to

their initial values, i.e.

Ũij,n =

{

Uij,n if i and j meet

−∞ otherwise
and Ṽji,n =

{

Vji,n if i and j meet

−∞ otherwise

In stage 2, the market mechanism determines a matching that is stable with respect to

the modified payoffs Ũij,n, Ṽji,n, and which is observed by the researcher. Note that in the

presence of an outside option of remaining single, the modified payoffs continue to satisfy the

assumptions of Gale and Shapley (1962)’s model of stable marriage. In particular, our model

of matching with limited awareness is guaranteed to produce at least one stable matching,
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and the set of stable matchings is a lattice under the preference orderings of the male and

female side of the market, respectively.

It is then straightforward to verify that the argument leading to Corollary 4.1 can be

adjusted to accommodate this extension, and we obtain the following limiting result:

Proposition 6.1. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold, and furthermore | log r(x, z)| ≤
R̄, a finite constant, for all x ∈ X and z ∈ Z. Then the distribution of matched character-

istics is characterized by equations (5.1) and (5.2), where

W ∗(x, z) := U∗(x, z) + V ∗(x, z) + log r(x, z)

In particular, W ∗(x, z) is nonparametrically identified from the measure f(x, z).

We can now directly apply our results on identification and estimation of the pseudo-

surplus function to the modified matching game. Most importantly, we can see from the

form of the limiting distribution of matchings in Proposition 6.1 that for large markets we

cannot separate whether observable characteristics affect the matching frequency through

the likelihood of meeting or preferences.

6.1. Scaling Properties. It is furthermore interesting to analyze the returns to scale with

respect to market size on the matching function implied by our limiting model. For their

model of transferable utilities with finite types, Choo and Siow (2006) show that the matching

function is homogeneous of degree zero, so that in particular the rate of singles in the

population does not depend on the number of market participants. However, our setup differs

qualitatively from theirs in that we assume that idiosyncratic taste-shifters are individual-

rather than type-specific, so that a larger number of matching opportunities increases the

attractiveness of the best available partner relative to the outside option. Furthermore the

limiting matching function in (3.6) corresponding to the nontransferable utility model is

different from their result.

While under our asymptotics, all markets are assumed to grow large, our setup still allows

for differences in relative scale by varying the parameters γm, γw. We can see that in general,

the matching functions are not homogeneous of degree zero, but other things equal, increasing

γm and γw simultaneously leads to a decrease in the share of singles. However, in the model

with limited awareness we can eliminate scale effects by assuming that γw + log r(x, z) and

γm+log r(x, z) are constant across markets.9 We can interpret this comparison as individuals

in each market being aware of roughly the same number of potential spouses regardless of

market size.

Finally, we can analyze the effect of an increase of γw that leaves γm constant. From the

fixed-point conditions (3.4) we can see that such a change would result in an increase of

9Note that under this restriction, the fixed-point conditions in (3.5) are solved by the same values for Γw

and Γm for each market, so that the share of singles implied by (3.6) remains the same.
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inclusive values for men and a decrease in inclusive values for women. From (3.6) we can

then conclude that as a result, the share of singles among men would decrease, whereas the

share of singles among women would increase. From an analogous argument, altering the

marginal distributions w(x) and m(z) would result in similar effects on those types of men

or women that become more “scarce” or “abundant,” respectively.

7. Monte Carlo Simulations

In order to illustrate the different aspects of the theoretical convergence result, we simulate

a very basic version of our model. We generate payoff matrices from the random utility model

Uij = U∗(xi, zj) + σnηij

Vji = V ∗(zj , xi) + σnζji

where idiosyncratic taste shifters ηij, ζji are i.i.d. draws from a standard normal or extreme

value type-I distribution. We then find the M- and W -preferred matchings using the Gale-

Shapley (deferred acceptance) algorithm.

The first set of simulation experiments is meant to illustrate convergence of matching

frequencies generated by the model to the limiting choice probabilities predicted by the

asymptotic arguments in the previous sections. Specifically, we illustrate three qualitative

conclusions of our theoretical results: (1) the degree of multiplicity of matching outcomes

increases in the size of the market, but (2) that growth is not fast enough to affect the limiting

distribution of matched characteristics. (3) Convergence of conditional choice probabilities

to their extreme value limits when the respective distribution of ηij and ζji are not extreme-

value type I can very slow in some cases, most importantly when taste shifters are generated

from the standard normal distribution.

7.1. Approximation of Matching Probabilities. Our first set of simulation results is

based on a design with taste-shifters ηij, ζji generated from the extreme-value type I dis-

tribution and no observable characteristics. In table 7.1 we report the difference in the

average size of a woman’s opportunity set between the extremal matchings, |MW
i | − |MM

i |,
where MW

i denotes woman i’s opportunity set under the female-preferred matching, and

MM
i her opportunity set under the male-preferred matching. As argued before, opportunity

sets arising from stable matchings are nested: For any given stable matching µ∗, woman

i’s opportunity set under µ∗ satisfies MM
i ⊂ Mi[µ

∗] ⊂ MW
i with probability 1. Hence we

can interpret the difference between the two extremal matchings as an upper bound on the

variation of opportunity sets across different stable matchings. We also report the number

of women for whom Mi differs across matchings, i.e. MW
i * MM

i and the average inclusive

values for the W− and M−preferred matchings.
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n |MW
i | − |MM

i | ♯{MW
i 6=MM

i } Iw[M
W
i ] Iw [M

W
i ]− Iw[M

M
i ]

10 0.0350 0.30 6.73 0.08
20 0.2125 3.05 7.50 0.35
50 0.1370 5.90 6.92 0.14
100 0.0905 8.35 6.77 0.07
200 0.1175 21.95 6.82 0.06
500 0.0574 27.50 6.87 0.02

1000 0.0539 52.00 6.85 0.01
2000 0.0510 92.60 6.86 0.01
5000 0.0041 102.00 6.87 0.00

Table 1. Comparisons of the Male and Female Preferred Matchings
(Extreme-Value Type I Taste Shifters).

From table 7.1, we can see that as n grows, the number of women for whom there is a

difference in opportunity sets across stable matchings increases steadily, although at a rate

that is less than proportional to n. Furthermore, the average difference in the number of

available spouses decreases in n, as does the difference in inclusive values. For the latter, this

is in part due to the normalization of the inclusive values which are scaled by the inverse of

root-n. Given that normalization, inclusive values converge to a nonzero limit, and the sim-

ulations also show that the variance of Iw[M
∗
i ] (not reported in the table) decreases to zero.

These simulation results suggest that realizations of payoffs that support an exponentially

increasing number of stable matchings as in Theorem 3.19 in Roth and Sotomayor (1990)

are not “typical” for the random utility model analyzed in this paper.

To verify the quality of the approximation to the distribution of matched types, we also

compare the probability of remaining single predicted by the model and the simulated fre-

quency of singles in the W−preferred stable matching. In this setting, the matching prob-

abilities are the same under the W− and M−preferred matching by the “Rural Hospital

Theorem.” The simulation results are reported in table 7.1. We can see that the quality of

the approximation improves as n grows large, however markets have to be quite large for

the approximation bias to be small, say less than half a percentage point. The asymptotic

arguments suggest that the convergence rate for matching probabilities should be n−1/4,

regardless whether observed covariates are continuous or discrete.

Next, we repeat the same experiment with standard normal taste shifters to evaluate

the quality of the extreme-value approximation for the conditional choice probabilities. In

general, convergence rates for distributions of extremes depend on the shape of the tails of the

c.d.f. of random taste shifters, and especially for a thin-tailed distribution the convergence

rate is very slow.10 Hence we should not expect the approximation to improve very much

10? showed that the rate of convergence for the c.d.f. of the maximum of independent normals is logn.
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Model Simulated Bias
n Probability Frequency (2 minus 4)

10 0.1265 0.1760 -0.0495
20 0.1265 0.1510 -0.0245
50 0.1265 0.1392 -0.0127
100 0.1265 0.1358 -0.0093
200 0.1265 0.1322 -0.0057
500 0.1265 0.1333 -0.0068

1000 0.1265 0.1338 -0.0074
2000 0.1265 0.1300 -0.0035
5000 0.1265 0.1270 -0.0005

Table 2. Theoretical and Simulated Matching Frequencies (Extreme-Value
Type I Taste Shifters).

for moderate sample sizes. Table 7.1 reports results on differences in inclusive values and

n |MW
i | − |MM

i | ♯{MW
i 6=MM

i } Iw[M
W
i ] Iw [M

W
i ]− Iw[M

M
i ]

10 0.2340 1.86 7.37 0.55
20 0.2820 3.86 7.30 0.47
50 0.1920 7.90 7.20 0.20
100 0.1476 11.54 7.13 0.11
200 0.1196 21.18 7.21 0.06
500 0.0583 26.10 7.08 0.02

1000 0.0461 44.18 6.98 0.01

Table 3. Comparisons of the Male and Female Preferred Matchings (Stan-
dard Normal Taste Shifters).

opportunity sets across stable matchings, and it is interesting to see that the qualitative

results on multiplicity of stable matchings remain unchanged as we alter the distribution

of unobservables. Most importantly, the number of agents for whom there is a difference

between the extremal matchings still grows in n, whereas the inclusive values converge to a

common limit, independently of the chose stable matching. We also compare the predicted

(asymptotic) probability of remaining single with the simulated frequencies in table 7.1.

Here we can see that even for large markets, matching frequency approach the theoretical

limit only up to a point, and then convergence becomes very slow. This is to be expected

in light of the slow convergence rates of normal extremes, and should be read as a caveat

on the approximations for distributions other than the normal. For realistic market sizes

it would therefore be more plausible to impose extreme-value type I taste shifters as an

assumption rather than arising from a many-alternative limit. However, the asymptotic
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Model Simulated Bias
n Probability Frequency (2 minus 4)

10 0.1265 0.0880 0.0385
20 0.1265 0.0800 0.0465
50 0.1265 0.1040 0.0225
100 0.1265 0.1076 0.0189
200 0.1265 0.1052 0.0213
500 0.1265 0.1060 0.0205

1000 0.1265 0.1082 0.0183

Table 4. Theoretical and Simulated Matching Frequencies (Standard Normal
Taste Shifters).

results on conditional choice probabilities still imply that the conditional Logit specification

is the only asymptotically stable model for taste shifters that have distributions with tails

of type I.

7.2. ML Estimation of Preference Parameters. Finally we give some Mote Carlo ev-

idence on estimation of structural preference parameters from the realized match. Our

simulation design specifies systematic utilities

U∗(xi, zj) = α+ βxi + δxizj

V ∗(zj , xi) = α+ βzj + δxizj

where types for men and women, xi, zj ∈ {0, 1} are generated from a symmetric Bernoulli

distribution, and idiosyncratic taste shifters ηij, ζji are i.i.d. draws from the extreme-value

type I distribution. The parameter β measures the systematic difference in tastes for mar-

riage between the two types, and δ 6= 0 generates matchings that are assortative across

observable type categories.

Since with discrete types, the limiting estimation problem is finite-dimensional, we use

the fmincon command in Matlab to obtain the constrained maximum likelihood estimators.

Computation using the standard algorithm is fast and stable. Table 7.2 reports the median

and normalized interquartile range11 as robust estimates of location and scale of the distribu-

tion of the estimators to accommodate outliers due to numerical problems for small sample

sizes.

We can see that for matching markets of moderate to large sizes, the estimates become

concentrated near the values specified in the data generating process, and the standard

11We multiply the interquartile range by 0.7413 for the estimate to match the standard deviation in the case
of a normal distribution.
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n α β δ

50 0.3937 (0.3934) 0.5944 (0.7544) 0.9384 (0.2359)
100 0.4802 (0.4795) 0.4648 (0.5529) 0.9098 (0.2145)
200 0.4511 (0.1545) 0.4879 (0.4078) 0.9980 (0.1288)
500 0.5105 (0.1329) 0.4929 (0.2315) 0.9630 (0.0700)

1000 0.4547 (0.1199) 0.4715 (0.1952) 0.9884 (0.0788)

(DGP) 0.50 0.50 1.00

Table 5. Distribution of Maximum Likelihood Estimators for Preference Pa-
rameters: Median and normalized Interquartile Range (in parentheses)

deviation of the estimator decreases as the market size increases. A future version of this

paper will include simulation results for larger markets.

Appendix A. Proofs for Results from Section 3

A.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1: Without loss of generality, let γ∗ = 0. The proof consists of three steps: We

first show that under Assumption 2.1, any solution to the fixed point problem in (3.5) is differentiable, so

that we can restrict the problem to fixed points in a Banach space of continuous functions. We then show

that the mapping (log Γw, log Γm) 7→ (logΨw[Γm], logΨm[Γw]) is a contraction, so that the conclusions of

the theorem follow from Banach’s fixed point theorem. Without loss of generality, we only consider the case

in which all observable characteristics are continuously distributed, x1i = xi and z1i = zi.

Bounds on solutions. We first establish that any pair of functions (Γ∗
w(x),Γ

∗
m(z)) solving the fixed point

problem in (3.5) are bounded from above: Assuming the solutions exist, and noticing that Γm(z) ≥ 0 for all

z ∈ Z, we have that

Γ∗
w(x) = Ψw[Γ

∗
m](x) =

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x)}m(s)

1 + Γ∗
m(s)

ds

≤
∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x)}m(s)ds ≤ exp{Ū + V̄ } (A.1)

which is finite by assumption 2.1. Similarly, we can see that

Γ∗
m(z) ≤ exp{Ū + V̄ } (A.2)

if a solution to the fixed point problem exists.

Continuity of solutions. In order to establish continuity, suppose that (Γw,Γm) is a fixed point of (Ψw,Ψm),

in particular Γm has to satisfy

Γw = Ψw[Ψm[Γw]]

Hence, consecutive application of Ψw and Ψm gives

Ψw[Ψm[Γw]](x) =

∫

exp{U(x, t) + V (t, x)}
1 +

∫ exp{U(s,z)+V (z,s)}w(s)
1+Γw(s) ds

m(t)dt

Since exp{U(x, z)} and exp{V (z, x)} are also continuous in z, x, and the integrals are all nonnegative,

Ψw[Ψm[Γw]] is also bounded and continuous in x for any nonnegative function Γw. Similarly, Ψm[Ψw[Γm]]
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is also bounded and continuous, so that any solution of the fixed point problem in (3.5), if one exists, must

be continuous. Existence of bounded derivatives up to the pth order follows by induction using the product

rule and existence of bounded partial derivatives of the functions U(x, z) and V (z, x), see Assumption 2.1.

Hence, the range of the operators Ψw ◦ Ψm and Ψm ◦ Ψw is restricted to a set of bounded continuous

functions, so that we can w.l.o.g. restrict the fixed point problem to the space of continuous functions

satisfying the bounds derived before.

Contraction mapping: We next show that the mapping (log Γw, log Γm) 7→ (log Ψw[Γm], logΨm[Γw]) is a

contraction on a Banach space of functions that includes all potential solutions of the fixed point problem

(3.5). Specifically, let C∗ denote the space of continuous functions on X × Z taking nonnegative values and

satisfying (A.2) and (A.1). As shown above, any solution to the fixed point problem - if a solution exists -

is an element of C∗ × C∗, which is a Banach space.

Consider alternative pairs of functions (Γw,Γm) and (Γ̃w, Γ̃m). Using the definitions of the operators,

logΨw[Γ̃m](x)− logΨw[Γm](x) = log

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x)}m(s)

1 + exp
{

log Γ̃m(s)
} ds

− log

∫

exp{U(x, s) + V (s, x)}m(s)

1 + exp {log Γm(s)} ds

By the mean-value theorem for real-valued functions of a scalar variable, for every value of x, there exists

t(x) ∈ [0, 1] such that

log
Ψw[Γ̃m](x)

Ψw[Γm](x)
= − 1

Ψw

[

Γ
1−t(x)
m Γ̃

t(x)
m

]

(x)

×
∫

exp {U(x, s) + V (s, x)}Γm(s)1−t(x)Γ̃m(s)t(x)
[

1 + Γm(s)1−t(x)Γ̃m(s)t(x)
]2

[

log Γ̃m(s)− log Γm(s)
]

m(s)ds

pointwise in x. Since we are restricting our attention to functions Γm(z), Γ̃m(z) satisfying the bounds in

equation (A.1), we can bound the ratio

0 ≤ Γm(z)1−t(x)Γ̃m(z)t(x)

1 + Γm(z)1−t(x)Γ̃m(z)t(x)
≤ exp{Ū + V̄ }

1 + exp{Ū + V̄ } =: λ (A.3)

for all z ∈ Z. Since all components of the integrand are nonnegative we can bound the right hand side in

absolute value by
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

log
Ψw[Γ̃m](x)

Ψw[Γm](x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ λ

Ψw

[

Γ
1−t(x)
m Γ̃

t(x)
m

]

(x)

∫

exp {U(x, s) + V (s, x)}
1 + Γm(s)1−t(x)Γ̃m(s)t(x)

sup
z∈Z

∣

∣

∣
log Γ̃m(s)− log Γm(s)

∣

∣

∣
m(s)ds

=
λ

Ψw

[

Γ
1−t(x)
m Γ̃

t(x)
m

]

(x)

∥

∥

∥
log Γ̃m − log Γm

∥

∥

∥

∞

∫

exp {U(x, s) + V (s, x)}
1 + Γm(s)1−t(x)Γ̃m(s)t(x)

m(s)ds

= λ
∥

∥

∥
log Γ̃m − log Γm

∥

∥

∥

∞

since the integral in the second to last line is equal to Ψw

[

Γ
1−t(x)
m Γ̃

t(x)
m

]

(x) by definition of the operator Ψw.

Since this upper bound does not depend on the value of x, it follows that
∥

∥

∥
logΨw[Γ̃m]− logΨw[Γm]

∥

∥

∥

∞
= sup

x∈X

∣

∣

∣
logΨw[Γ̃m](x) − logΨw[Γm](x)

∣

∣

∣

≤ λ
∥

∥

∥
log Γ̃m − log Γm

∥

∥

∥

∞
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and by a similar argument,
∥

∥

∥
log Ψm[Γ̃w]− logΨm[Γw]

∥

∥

∥

∞
≤ λ

∥

∥

∥
log Γ̃w − log Γw

∥

∥

∥

∞

Since by Assumption 2.1 and the expression in equation (A.3), λ = exp{Ū+V̄ }
1+exp{Ū+V̄ } < 1, the mapping (log Γw, log Γm) 7→

(logΨw[Γm], logΨm[Γw]) is indeed a contraction.

Existence and uniqueness of fixed point: Since we showed in the first step that the solution (Γ∗
w,Γ

∗
m), if it

exists, has to be continuous, we can take the fixed point mapping (log Γw, log Γm) 7→ (logΨw[Γm], logΨm[Γw])

to be its restriction to the space of continuous functions (C∗ × C∗, ‖ · ‖∞) endowed with the supremum norm

‖(Γw,Γm)‖∞ := max

{

sup
x

| log Γw(x)|, sup
z

| log Γm(z)|
}

.

Since this space is a complete vector space, and (logΨw, logΨm) is a contraction mapping, the conclusion

follows directly using Banach’s fixed point theorem. �

Appendix B. Proofs for Section 4

In the following, let Ũij := U(xi, zj) and Ũik := U(xi, zk). Before proving Theorem 4.1, we are going to

establish the following Lemma:

Lemma B.1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold, and that the random utilities Ui0, Ui1, . . . , UiJ

are J i.i.d. draws from the model in (2.1) and (2.2). Then as J → ∞,
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

P
(

Ui0 ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

− 1

1 + 1
J

∑J
k=1 exp{Ũik}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

→ 0, and

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

JP
(

Uij ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

− exp{Ũij}
1 + 1

J

∑J
k=1 exp{Ũik}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

→ 0

for any fixed j = 1, 2, . . . , J .

Proof: Using independence, the conditional probability that Uij ≥ Uik for all k = 1, . . . , J given ηij is

equal to

P
(

Uij ≥ Uik, k = 1, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ , ηij

)

=
∏

k 6=j

G(ηij + σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik))

for any j = 0, 1, . . . , J . By the law of iterated expectations, we the unconditional probability is obtained by

integrating over the density of η,

P
(

Uij ≥ Uik, k = 1, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

=

∫ ∞

−∞





∏

k 6=j

G(s+ σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik))



 g(s)ds

=

∫ ∞

−∞
exp







∑

k 6=j

logG(s+ σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik))







g(s)ds

=

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

{

J
∑

k=0

logG(s+ σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik))

}

g(s)

G(s)
ds (B.1)
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where the last step follows since Ũij − Ũij = 0. Now we can rewrite the exponent in the last expression as

J
∑

k=0

logG(s+ σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik)) =

1

J

J
∑

k=0

J log
(

G(s+ σ−1
J (Ũij − Ũik))

)

We now let the sequences bJ := G−1
(

1− 1
J

)

→ ∞ and aJ = a(bJ) = σ−1
J - where a(z) is the auxiliary

function specified in Assumption 2.2. Then, by a change of variables s = aJ t + bJ , we can rewrite the

integral in (B.1) as

P
(

Uij ≥ Uik, k = 1, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

{

1

J

J
∑

k=0

J logG(aJ (t+ Ũij − Ũik) + bJ)

}

aJg(aJ t+ bJ)

G(aJ t+ bJ)
dt

Convergence of the Integrand. We next show that for j 6= 0, the integrand converges to a non-degenerate

limit as J → ∞. First consider the exponent

RJ(t) :=
1

J

J
∑

k=0

J logG(aJ (t+ Ũij − Ũik) + bJ)

Since for G→ 1, − logG ≈ 1−G, we obtain

RJ(t) = − 1

J

J
∑

k=0

J(1 −G(bJ + aJ(t+ Ũij − Ũik))) + o(1)

= − 1

J

J
∑

k=0

J(1 −G(bJ + a(bJ)(t+ Ũij − Ũik))) + o(1)

where the last step follows from the choice of aJ . Since (1 − G(s))−1 is Γ-varying with auxiliary function

a(s), and bJ → ∞,

1−G(bJ + a(bJ)(t+ Ũij − Ũik))

1−G(bJ )
→ exp{−t− (Ũij − Ũik)}

Finally, since G(bJ ) = 1− 1
J ,

J(1−G(bJ + a(bJ )(t+ Ũij − Ũik))) =
(1−G(bJ + a(bJ)(t+ Ũij − Ũik)))

1−G(bJ)
→ exp{−t− (Ũij − Ũik)}

Since G(aJ t+bJ) is also nondecreasing in t, convergence of the integrand is also locally uniform with respect

to t and (Ũij − Ũik) by the arguments in section 0.1 in Resnick (1987). Hence,

RJ(t) = −e−t 1

J

J
∑

k=0

exp{Ũik − Ũij}+ o(1) (B.2)

where the term 1
J

∑J
k=0 exp{Ũik − Ũij} ≤ exp{2Ū} < ∞ is uniformly bounded by Assumption 2.1. Next,

we turn to the term

rJ (t) = JaJg(bJ + aJ t)

Since aJ = a(bJ), and a(z) =
1−G(z)
g(z) , we can write

rJ (t) = Ja(bJ)
1−G(bJaJ t)

a(bJ + aJ t)

By the same steps as before,

J(1−G(bJ + aJ t)) → e−t
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Furthermore by Lemma 1.3 in Resnick (1987), we have

a(bJ )

a(bJ + aJ t)
→ 1

so that

rJ (t) → e−t

Combining this result with (B.2), we get

J exp

{

1

J

J
∑

k=0

J logG(aJ (t+ Ũij − Ũik) + bJ)

}

aJg(aJ t+ bJ) = exp{RJ(t)}rJ (t)

→ exp

{

−t− e−t 1

J

J
∑

k=0

exp{Ũik − Ũij}
}

for every t ∈ R.

Convergence of the Integral. Let h∗J(t) := exp
{

−t− e−t 1
J

∑J
k=0 exp{Ũik − Ũij}

}

. Since the function hJ(t) :=

exp{RJ(t)}rJ (t) is bounded uniformly in J , and |hJ(t)− h∗J(t)| → 0 pointwise, it follows that
∣

∣

∣

∣

JP
(

Uij,n ≥ Uik,n, k = 0, . . . , J | Ũi1,n, . . . ŨiJ,n

)

−
∫ ∞

−∞
h∗J (t)dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫ ∞

−∞
(hJ(t)− h∗J(t))dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

→ 0

from the Dominated Convergence Theorem. From a change in variables ψ := −e−t, we can evaluate the

integral

∫ ∞

−∞
h∗J(t)dt =

∫ ∞

−∞
exp

{

−e−t 1

J

J
∑

k=0

exp{Ũik − Ũij}
}

e−tdt

=

(

1

J

J
∑

k=0

exp{Ũik − Ũij}
)−1

=
exp{Ũij}

1
J

∑J
k=0 exp{Ũik}

=
exp{Ũij}

1 + 1
J

∑J
k=1 exp{Ũik}

since U∗
i0 = log J . Hence,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

JP
(

Uij ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

− exp{Ũij}
1 + 1

J

∑J
j=1 exp{Ũik}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

→ 0

for each j = 1, 2, . . . , J , as claimed in (B.1). Furthermore, it follows that

P
(

Ui0 ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J | Ũi1, . . . ŨiJ

)

= 1−
J
∑

j=1

P (Uij ≥ Uik, k = 0, . . . , J) (B.3)

=
1

1 + 1
J

∑J
j=1 exp{Ũik}

+ o(1)

which establishes the second assertion. �

B.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1. For the main conclusion of the theorem, note that since z1, z2, . . . are a

sequence of i.i.d. draws from M(z), Assumption 2.1 and a law of large numbers can be used to establish
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1
J

∑J
k=1 exp{U(xi, zj)} →

∫

exp{U(xi, s)}m(s)ds. It follows by the continuous mapping theorem that

exp{U(xi, zj)}
1 + 1

J

∑J
k=1 exp{U(xi, zk)}

→ exp{U(xi, zj)}
1 +

∫

exp{U(xi, s)}m(s)ds

almost surely, so that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 follows from Lemma B.1 and the triangle inequality. �

B.2. Auxiliary Lemmas for the Proof of Theorem 4.2. To prove the main result in Theorem 4.2,

we are first going to establish two technical Lemmas. In calculating conditional distributions, we have to

account for the multiplicity of stable matchings. We will do this by showing that bounds on the relevant

joint and conditional c.d.f.s - which do not depend on how a matching is selected from the set of stable

matchings - shrink towards a singleton at a sufficiently fast rate.

The first result concerns the rate at which the number of available potential spouses increases for each

individual in the market. For a given stable matching µ∗, we let

J∗
wi =

n
∑

j=1

1l
{

Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W

∗
j )
}

and J∗
mj =

n
∑

i=1

1l {Uij ≥ U∗
i (M

∗
i )}

denote the number of men available to woman i, and the number of women available to man j, respectively,

where M∗
i and W ∗

j denote woman i’s and man j’s opportunity sets under µ∗, and U∗
i (M) := maxj∈M Uij

and V ∗
j (W ) := maxi∈W Vji, where by convention, the outside option 0 ∈ W ∗

j and 0 ∈M∗
i . Similarly, we let

L∗
wi =

n
∑

j=1

1l {Uij ≥ U∗
i (M

∗
i )} and L∗

mj =

n
∑

i=1

1l
{

Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W

∗
j )
}

so that Lwi is the number of men to whom woman i is available, and Lmj the number of women to whom

man j is available. Lemma B.2 below establishes that in our setup, the number of available potential matches

grows at a root-n rate as the size of the market grows.

Lemma B.2. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold, then under any stable matching, (a)

n1/2 exp{−V̄ + γm}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γw}

≤ J∗
wi ≤ n1/2 exp{V̄ + γm}

n1/2 exp{−Ū + γw}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γm} ≤ J∗

mj ≤ n1/2 exp{Ū + γw}

for each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , n with probability approaching 1 as n→ ∞. (b) Furthermore,

n1/2 exp{−Ū + γm}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γm} ≤ L∗

wi ≤ n1/2 exp{Ū + γm}

n1/2 exp{−V̄ + γw}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γw}

≤ L∗
mj ≤ n1/2 exp{V̄ + γw}

for each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , n with probability approaching 1 as n→ ∞.

Proof: First note that by Assumption 2.1 U(x, z) and V (z, x) are bounded, we can bound choice

probabilities of the form P (Uij ≤ bn) by

P (ηij ≤ bn − 2Ū) ≤ P (Uij ≤ bn) ≤ P (ηij ≤ bn + 2Ū)

where Ū <∞.

Since the sets of available spousesW ∗
i andM∗

j under the stable matching are endogenous, the taste shifters

ηij and ζji are in general not independent conditional on those choice sets. To circumvent this difficulty, the
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following argument only relies on lower and upper bounds on U∗
i and V ∗

i that are implied by the respective

utilities of the outside option Ui0, Vj0, and unconditional independence of taste shocks.

Rate for Expectation of upper bound J̄mj. In the following, we denote the set of women that prefers man j

to their outside option by W̄j . Since every woman can choose to remain single, we can bound J∗
mj by

J∗
mj =

nw
∑

i=1

1l
{

i ∈W ∗
j

}

=

nw
∑

i=1

1l {Uij ≥ U∗
i (M

∗
i )}

≤
nw
∑

i=1

1l {Uij ≥ Ui0} =

nw
∑

i=1

1l
{

i ∈ W̄j

}

=: J̄mj

By Assumption 4.1 and Lemma B.1,

JP (Uij ≥ Ui0|xi, zj) →
exp{Ũij}

1 + 1
J exp{Ũij}

Hence, we can obtain the expectation of the upper bound J∗
mj ,

E[J̄mj |zj, x1, . . . , xn] →
1

J

nw
∑

i=1

exp{Ũij}
1 + 1

J exp{Uij}
≤ nw

J
exp{Ū}

where Ū < ∞ was given in Assumption 2.1. Since by Assumption 4.1, J = [n1/2] and the bound on the

right-hand side does not depend on zj , x1, . . . , xn, we have, by the law of iterated expectations that

E[J̄mj ] ≤ n1/2(exp{Ū}+ γw + o(1)) (B.4)

where the remainder term o(1) can be shown to converge uniformly for j = 1, 2, . . . .

Rate for Variance J̄mj. Let pijn :=
exp{Ũij}

J+exp{Ũij}
and v̄jn := 1

n

∑nw

i=1 pijn(1 − pijn). Since by Assumption

4.1, pijn ≤ exp{Ū}√
n+1+exp{Ū} and pijn ≥ exp{−Ū}√

n+1+exp{−Ū} , we have that (n1/2 + 2)−1 exp{−Ū + γw} ≤ v̄jn ≤
n−1/2 exp{Ū + γw}. Hence, v̄jn → 0 and nv̄jn → ∞.

Since ηi0,k, k = 1, . . . , J are i.i.d. draws from the distribution G(η), we can apply a CLT for independent

heterogeneously distributed random variables to the upper bound J̄mj ,

J̄mj − E[J̄mj ]√
nv̄jn

=
1√
nv̄jn

nw
∑

i=1

(1l{Uij ≥ Ui0} − pijn)
d→ N(0, 1)

where the Lindeberg condition holds since the random variables 1l{Uij ≥ Ui0} are bounded, and nv̄jn → ∞.

Since v̄jn → 0 uniformly in j = 1, 2, . . . , we obtain that

J̄mj − E[J̄mj ]√
n

p→ 0

uniformly in j = 1, 2, . . . .

Rate for Expectation of lower bound J◦
wi. Next, we denote the set of men j that prefer woman i to their

outside option or any woman in W̄j by M◦
i . Since by construction, W̄j is a superset of (i.e. contains) W ∗

j ,

M◦
i ⊂M∗

i . Hence, we can bound J∗
wi by

J∗
wi =

nm
∑

j=1

1l {j ∈M∗
i } =

nm
∑

j=1

1l
{

Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W

∗
j )
}

≥
nm
∑

j=1

1l
{

Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W̄j)

}

=

nm
∑

j=1

1l {j ∈M◦
i } =: J◦

wi
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Applying Lemma B.1 again, we obtain

JP

(

Vji ≥ max
k∈W̄j

Vjk

∣

∣

∣

∣

xi, zj, W̄j

)

→ exp{Ṽji}
1 + 1

J

∑

k∈W̄j
exp{Ṽjk}

≥ J exp{−V̄ }
J + J̄mj exp{V̄ }

where V̄ <∞ was defined in Assumption 2.1.

Finally, note that this lower bound is a convex function of J̄mj , so that we can use our previous bound in

(B.5) together with Jensen’s Inequality to obtain

JP

(

Vji ≥ max
k∈W̄j

Vjk

∣

∣

∣

∣

xi, zj

)

≥ J exp{−V̄ }
J + E[J̄mj ] exp{V̄ } ≥ J exp{−V̄ }

J + n1/2 exp{Ū + V̄ }

which is bounded for all values of J since J = [
√
n]. Hence, by the law of iterated expectations, we can

obtain the expectation of the lower bound J◦
wi,

E[J◦
wi] =

nm
∑

j=1

P

(

Vji ≥ max
k∈W̄j

Vjk|xi, zj
)

≥ n1/2

(

exp{−V̄ + γm}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γw}

+ o(1)

)

(B.5)

where the remainder term o(1) can be shown to converge uniformly for i = 1, 2, . . . .

Rate for Variance J◦
wi. Let pjin :=

exp{Ṽij}
J+

∑
k∈W̄j

exp{Ṽik}
and v̄in := 1

n

∑nm

j=1 pjin(1 − pjin). Using the corre-

sponding bounds derived above and similar steps as for v̄jn, we obtain v̄in → 0 and nv̄in → ∞. Since ζj0,k,

k = 1, . . . , J , and ζji, i = 1, . . . , n are i.i.d. draws from the distribution G(η) and independent of W̄j , we can

again apply the Lindeberg-Lévy CLT to obtain that

J◦
wi − E[J◦

wi]√
n

p→ 0

uniformly in i = 1, 2, . . . .

Symmetry: Bounds for both sides. If we reverse the role of the male and female sides of the market, we can

repeat the same sequence of steps and obtain a lower bound J◦
mj ≤ J∗

mj and an upper bound J̄wi ≥ J∗
wi

satisfying

E[J̄wi] ≤ n1/2(exp{V̄ + γm}+ o(1))

E[J◦
mj ] ≥ n1/2

(

exp{−Ū + γw}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γm} + o(1)

)

where
J̄wi − E[J̄wi]√

n

p→ 0 and
J◦
mj − E[J◦

mj ]√
n

p→ 0

which concludes the proof of part (a). The proof of part (b) is completely analogous. �

Next, we show that the dependence between ηij , ζji, and opportunity sets becomes small as n in-

creases. In the following we use indices i and k to denote a specific (generic, respectively) woman in

the market, and j and l to denote a specific (generic) man. The indicator variable Dil is equal to 1 if

man l is available to woman i, and zero otherwise. Similarly, we let Ejk be an indicator variable that

is equal to 1 if woman k is available to j, and zero otherwise. We are going to consider the joint distri-

bution of ηi := (ηi1, . . . , ηinm)′, ζj = (ζji, . . . , ζjnw )
′ and the indicator variables D∗

il := 1l {l ∈M∗
i }, and

E∗
jk = 1l

{

k ∈W ∗
j

}

for different stable matchings. We also let D∗
i,−j := (D∗

i1, . . . , D
∗
i(j−1), D

∗
i(j+1), . . . , D

∗
inm

)

and E∗
j,−i := (E∗

j1, . . . , E
∗
j(i−1), E

∗
j(i+1), . . . , E

∗
jnw

) for any stable matching, and use analogous notation for the

M- and W-preferred matchings. Then for any vectors of indicator variables d = (d1, . . . , dnm−1) ∈ {0, 1}nm−1
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and e = (e1, . . . , enw−1) ∈ {0, 1}nw−1 we denote the conditional c.d.f.s

G∗
η|D∗(η|d) = P (ηi ≤ η|D∗

i = d for some stable matching)

G∗
η,ζ|D∗,E∗(η, ζ|d, e) = P

(

ηi ≤ η, ζj ≤ ζ|D∗
i,−j = d, E∗

j,−i = e for some stable matching
)

with the associated p.d.f.s g∗η|D∗(η, ζ|d) and g∗η,ζ|D∗,E∗(η, ζ|d, e), respectively. In words, G∗(η, ζ|d, e) de-

notes the conditional distribution of taste shifters ηi and ζj given that the opportunity sets Mi and Wj

corresponding to the indicator variables d, e is supported by at least one stable matching.

We can now state the following lemma characterizing the conditional distribution of taste shifters given

an agent’s opportunity set.

Lemma B.3. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold. Then (a) the conditional distribution for η given

that D∗
i is supported by a stable matching satisfies

lim
n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

g∗η|D∗(η|D∗
i )

gη(η)
− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0

with probability approaching one as n → ∞. The analogous results hold for the male side of the market.

Furthermore, (b) the conditional distributions for (η, ζ) given D∗
i,−j , E

∗
j,−i satisfies

lim
n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

g∗η,ζ|D∗,E∗(η, ζ|D∗
i,−j , E

∗
j,−i)

gη,ζ(η, ζ)
− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0

with probability approaching one as n → ∞. (c) The analogous conclusion holds for any finite subset of

men M0 ⊂ {1, . . . , nm} and women W0 ⊂ {1, . . . , nw}, where the conditioning set excludes the availability

indicators between any pair k ∈ W0 and l ∈M0.

Proof: Without loss of generality, let γw = γm = 0. We first prove part (a). Let B denote the event that

the opportunity set d1, . . . , dnm for woman i is supported by a stable matching. Given the systematic parts

of payoffs, U(xk, zl) and V (zl, xk) for women k = 1, . . . , nw and men l = 1, . . . , nm, this event is determined

by the values of the idiosyncratic taste shifters η1, . . . , ηnw and ζ1, . . . , ζnm .

We need to establish that the conditional distribution of ηi given B converges to the unconditional

distribution at a sufficiently fast rate. To that end, we consider the probability densities g∗η|B(ηi|B) and

g∗η̃|B(η̃i|B) = gη(η̃i). By the definition of conditional densities, we can write

g∗η̃|B(η|B)

g∗η|B(η|B)
=
g∗η̃,B(η,B)P (B)

g∗η,B(η,B)P (B)
=

P (B|η̃ = η)gη̃(η)

P (B|ηi = η)gη(η)
=
P (B|η̃i = η)

P (B|ηi = η)
(B.6)

where the last step follows since the marginal distributions of gη(ηi) and gη̃(η̃i) are the same by construction.

We then find a common bound on the relative change in the conditional probability of B given ηi that is

independent of B and ηi, and apply that bound to the event B to establish that
∣

∣

∣

P (B|ηi)
P (B|η̃i)

− 1
∣

∣

∣
→ 0 almost

surely. Hence, as a final step it follows from (B.6) that
∣

∣

∣

g∗
η|B(η|B)

g∗
η̃(η|B) − 1

∣

∣

∣
→ 0 so that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

g∗η|B(ηi|B)

gη(ηi)
− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

g∗η|B(ηi|B)

g∗η̃|B(η̃i|B)
− 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

→ 0

where the equality follows from the fact that by construction η̃i1, . . . , η̃inm are jointly independent of B and

have the same marginal distribution as ηi1, . . . , ηinm .
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Now let η̄ = (η′1, . . . , η
′
nw

)′, ζ̄ = (ζ′1, . . . , ζ
′
nm

)′, η̄−i = (η′1, . . . , η
′
i−1, η

′
i+1, . . . , η

′
nw

)′, and define the random

variable

I(η,B) := 1l
{

η̄−i, ηi = η, ζ̄ support B
}

an indicator whether B results from a stable matching given the realizations of taste shifters. We can then

write

P (B|ηi) =
∫

I(ηi, B)dG(η̄, ζ̄|ηi) =
∫

I(ηi, B)dG(η̄, ζ̄)

since ηi and η̄−i, ζ̄ are (unconditionally) independent by assumption.

The remainder of this proof establishes that

P (B|ηi)− P (B|η̃i)
P (B|ηi)

=

∫

(I(ηi, B)− I(η̃i, B))dG(η̄−i, ζ̄)

P (B|ηi)

≤
∫

I(ηi, B)(1 − I(η̃i, B))dG(η̄−i, ζ̄)

P (B|ηi)

=

∫

(1− I(η̃i, B))dG(η̄−i, ζ̄|B, ηi)

and
∫

(I(η̃i, B)− I(ηi, B))dG(η̄−i, ζ̄)

P (B|η̃i)
≤

∫

(1− I(ηi, B))dG(η̄−i, ζ̄|B, η̃i)

both converge to zero as nm and nw grow large. Combining these two statements, it then follows that
∣

∣

∣

P (B|ηi)
P (B|η̃i)

− 1
∣

∣

∣
→ 0.

Conditional and Unconditional Probability of B. Next, we iteratively bound the probability that replacing the

taste shifters ηi with an independent copy η̃i alters woman i’s opportunity set. We use a tilde to distinguish

the value of a variable resulting from such a change from its original value. Specifically, we let D̃
(s)
kl denote the

indicator whether man l is available to woman k after the sth iteration, Ẽ
(s)
lk an indicator whether woman k is

available to man l after the sth iteration, and Ũ
∗(s)
k and Ṽ

∗(s)
l woman k and man l’s respective indirect utility

given their opportunity sets at the sth stage. We also define the event B̃ := {D̃(∞)
i1 = di1, . . . , D̃

(∞)
inm

= dinm}.
Next, we show that replacing all of i’s taste shifters in an arbitrary fashion starts two parallel “chains” of

subsequent changes, where at each iteration, there is at most one element in each of the two sets of dummies
{

D̃
(s)
kl

}

k, l and
{

Ẽ
(s)
kl

}

k,l
that will be changed at the sth stage and has an impact on subsequent rounds.

Furthermore, at each iteration, there is a nontrivial probability that the shift in the previous iteration only

affects the outside option, in which case the chain will be terminated at that stage.

If there are no further adjustments after stage s, the resulting indicators D̃
(s)
kl and Ẽ

(s)
lk satisfy the pairwise

stability conditions since the initial opportunity sets Dkl and Elk correspond to a pairwise stable matching

given the taste shifters η̄, ζ̄ by assumption. Hence the resulting opportunity set for woman i D̃
(s)
i1 , . . . , D̃

(s)
inm

is supported by a stable matching given the new taste shifters η̃i, η̄−i, ζ̄.

For the following arguments, note that the event B only contains information regarding the number and

identities of men with Dil = 1. Hence, the conditional distribution of η̄, ζ̄ given B is invariant with respect

to permutations of identities among (a) the set of women other than i, (b) the set of men with Dil = 1,

and (c) the set of men with Dil = 0, respectively. Furthermore, since the new taste shifters η̃ij were drawn

independently of B, the identity of the “switchers” among the men with Dij = 1 is also independent of B

conditional on characteristics xk, zl.

Base Case. We now consider the direct effect of replacing ηi with η̃i on whether i is available to j, hold-

ing all other taste shifters fixed. Replacing ηi with an independent copy η̃i changes U∗
i to Ũ

∗(1)
i :=
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max {U(xi, zj) + σnη̃ij : Dij = 1}. Next note that if Dij = 0, then Vji < V ∗
j , so that any changes to

Eij do not have any subsequent effects on j’s choices and can therefore be ignored. On the other hand, if

Dij = 1, then Vji ≥ V ∗
j , so that a change from Eji = 0 to Ẽ

(1)
ji = 1 increases j’s indirect utility. Hence if for

woman k, Vji > Vjk > V ∗
j , we have that Dkj = 1 and D̃

(2)
kj = 0. Hence it is sufficient to consider shifts in

Eji for men j such that Dij = 1.

Among the subset of men l such that Dil = 1, with probability 1 there is exactly one man j such that

Eji = 1 and exactly one man j′ such that Ẽ
(1)
j′i = 1, where j and j′ can also be the indices corresponding

to the outside option. Hence, there are at most two switches of the form Eji 6= Ẽ
(1)
ji among the subset of

men who prefer i to their next best alternative. If j or j′ do not correspond to the outside option, we have

Dij = Dij′ = 1, so that Ṽ
∗(1)
j ≤ Vij = V ∗

j , and Ṽ
∗(1)
j′ = Vij′ ≥ V ∗

j′ , respectively.

Inductive Step. We now use induction to show that there is at most one such adjustment at each subsequent

round s = 2, 3, . . . : Suppose that after s iterations of one of the two chains, the availability indicators are

given by D̃
(s)
kl and Ẽ

(s)
lk , where k = 1, . . . , nw, and l = 1, . . . , nm. Under the inductive hypothesis, at the

sth stage there was a specific woman i, and among all men l = 1, . . . , nm which were available to a specific

woman i (i.e. D̃
(s)
il = 1), there was at most one change of an indicator Ẽ

(s−1)
ji to a new value Ẽ

(s)
ji .

Consider first that the last change from Ẽ
(s−1)
ji = 1 to Ẽ

(s)
ji = 0. It follows that Ṽ

∗(s)
j = max

{

Vjk : Ẽ
(s)
jk = 1

}

=:

Vjk′ for some k′ such that Ẽ
(s)
jk′ = 1, where k′ is unique with probability one. Hence at the s+1th iteration,

there is a shift from D̃
(s)
k′j = 0 to D̃

(s+1)
k′j = 1, i.e. j becomes available to k′.

Note that j also becomes available to any woman k̃ for whom V
∗(s−1)
j > Vjk̃ ≥ Ṽ

∗(s)
j . However, by

definition of k′, any such k̃ would not have been available to j, i.e. Ẽ
(s)

jk̃
= 0. Hence for k̃, Uk̃j < Ũ

∗(s)
k̃

so

that this change has no effect on subsequent iterations. Note that this includes in particular woman i who

became unavailable to j at the previous stage.

Next, consider a change from Ẽ
(s−1)
ji = 0 to Ẽ

(s)
ji = 1, where D̃

(s)
ij = 1 and j’s indirect utility in the

previous round was Ṽ
∗(s−1)
j =: Vjk′ for some k′ with Ẽ

(s−1)
jk′ = 1. Since D̃

(s)
ij = 1, it must be true that

Vji ≥ Ṽ
∗(s−1)
j , so that j may become unavailable to woman k′, D̃(s+1)

ij = 0. On the other hand for any k

such that Vji = Ṽ
∗(s)
j > Vjk > Ṽ

∗(s−1)
j , we must have had Ẽs

jk = 0 by definition of Ṽ
∗(s−1)
j . Hence with

probability 1, the change in the sth round affects at most one woman with Ẽ
(s)
jk = 1, whereas for women

with Ẽ
(s)
ji = 0 indirect utility does not depend on whether j is available at round s+ 1, so that there is no

effect on subsequent iterations.

Hence there is at most one indicator corresponding to a woman k with Ẽ
(s)
jk = 1 that changes in the

sth round. Interchanging the roles of men and women, an analogous argument yields that there is at most

one indicator corresponding to a man l with D̃
(s)
kl = 1 that changes in the second part of the sth round,

confirming the inductive hypothesis.

Probability of Terminating Events. Each of the two chains of adjustments can terminate at any given stage s

if the change in the previous round only affects the outside option, i.e. if Ṽ
∗(t)
l = Vl0 or Ũ

∗(t)
k = Uk0 at t = s

or t = s− 1. On the other hand if the chain results in a change of Di1, . . . , Dinm at a given stage, we ignore

any subsequent adjustments and treat such a change as the second terminating event. In the following, we

bound the conditional probability for each of these two terminating events given B and that the chain has

not terminated before the sth stage.

We first derive a lower bound for the probability that the chain is terminated by the outside option at

stage s: By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma B.2, man l’s opportunity set is contained in the set

W ◦
l , where the taste shifters ζlk are jointly independent of W ◦

l , and the size of W ◦
l is bounded from above
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by n1/2 exp{Ū + γw} with probability approaching 1. Hence, by Lemma B.1, we have

n−1/2 exp(V̄ ) ≥ exp(V (zl, xk))(1 + exp(V̄ − Ū + γw))

n1/2(1 + 2 exp(V̄ − Ū + γw))
≥ P (Vlk > V ∗

l |xk, zl) ≥
exp(V (zl, xk))

n1/2(1 + exp(Ū + V̄ + γw))

for any k, l if n is sufficiently large.

This implies that as n grows large, the (unconditional) share of men remaining single is bounded from

below by 1
1+exp(Ū+V̄+γw)

=: ps with probability approaching 1. By the law of total probability, that bound

also holds conditional on i’s opportunity set, (D∗
i1, . . . , D

∗
inm

), with probability arbitrarily close to 1 as n

grows. Specifically, for the outside option, P (Vl0 > V ∗
l |D∗

ik, xk, zl) ≥ 1
1+exp(Ū+V̄+γw)

. Furthermore, by

Lemma B.2 part (b), the number of women to whom man l is available is bounded by

L := n1/2 exp{−V̄ + γw}
1 + exp{Ū + V̄ + γw}

≤ Lml ≤ n1/2 exp{V̄ + γw} =: L

with probability approaching 1.

In order to construct a lower bound on the conditional probability that man l is unmatched given D̃
(s)
kl = 1,

we can assume the lower bound for L∗
j if j is unmatched, and the upper bound if j is matched. Then, by

Bayes law,

P (Vl0 > V ∗
l |D∗

il, D̃
(s)
lk = 1, xk, zl) ≥ Lps

L(1− ps) + Lps

=
n−1/2L

n−1/2L exp(Ū + V̄ + γw) + n−1/2L

which is strictly greater than zero by Assumptions 2.1 and 4.1. Hence, the probability that the shift is not

absorbed by the outside option in the sth step is less than or equal to

1− P (Vl0 > V ∗
l |D∗

ik, D̃
(s)
lk = 1, xk, zl) ≤

L exp(Ū + V̄ + γw)

L exp(Ū + V̄ + γw) + L
=: λ

where the bound on the right-hand side does not depend on s and is strictly less than one.

Finally, we construct an upper bound for the probability that the chain leads to a change in the availability

indicatorsDi1, . . . , Dinm at stage s. To this end, we can follow the same reasoning as for the choice probability

for the outside option, where we use the lower bound on the size of the opportunity set from Lemma B.2.

Applying Lemma B.1, we then have

P (Vli > V ∗
l |D∗

ik, xk, zl) ≤ n−1/2 exp(V (zl, xk))(1 + exp(V̄ − Ū + γm))

1 + exp(V̄ − Ū + γm) + exp(−Ū − V̄ + γw)
≤ n−1/2 exp{V̄ } =: qs

for n sufficiently large. Hence, the conditional probability that one of the indicators Dil, l = 1, . . . , nm is

switched given that the process is still active at the sth stage can be bounded by

P (D̃
(s)
ij 6= Dij |B, D̃(s)

lk = 1, zl, xk) ≤
n−1/2 exp{V̄ }L̄

n−1/2 exp{V̄ }L̄+ L
≤ n−1/2 exp{V̄ } L̄

L
=: n−1/2q̄

where q̄ <∞. Clearly, this upper bound becomes arbitrarily small as n gets large.

By the law of total probability, the conditional probability for B̃ 6= B given ηk and ζl can now be bounded

by

P (B̃ 6= B|η)
P (B|η) ≤

∞
∑

s=1

λsn−1/2q̄ ≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ

It follows that
P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1 ≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ
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which converges to zero as nw → ∞. Similarly, exchanging the roles of η and η̃, as well as B and B̃, and

repeating these steps we can bound
P (B|η)
P (B|η̃) − 1 ≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ

In order to show that these two inequalities imply the desired bound, we have to distinguish two cases: If

P (B|η̃) ≥ P (B|η), then P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1 > 0 so that by first inequality,

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

=
P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1 ≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ

If on the other hand P (B|η̃) ≤ P (B|η), then P (B|η)
P (B|η̃) − 1 > 0 so that the second inequality also holds in

absolute values. Since in that case we also have
∣

∣

∣

∣

P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ P (B|η)
P (B|η̃)

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (B|η)
P (B|η̃) − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ

Hence the upper bound is the same in both cases, so that
∣

∣

∣

∣

P (B|η̃)
P (B|η) − 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ n−1/2q̄

1− λ

which converges to zero. Combining the two bounds with (B.6) yields the conclusion of part (a).

For parts (b) and (c), note that the argument in part (a) can be extended directly from one to any finite

number of individuals. Specifically if we replace ηi and ζj with independent copies, we generate four rather

than two chains of adjustments, whereas at any iteration, each chain can affect either i’s or j’s opportunity

set. Hence, we can bound the probability of a shift by a multiple of the bound in part (a), 4n−1/2q̄
1−λ , which can

in turn be made arbitrarily small by choosing n large enough. Part (c) can be established in a completely

analogous fashion. �

In the following, let IMwi = Iwi[M
M
i ] and IWwi = Iwi[M

W
i ] denote the inclusive values for woman i under

the two extremal matchings, so that for any other stable matching, IMwi ≤ Iwi[M
∗
i ] ≤ IWwi . Also, let ΓM

w (x)

and ΓW
w (x) be the corresponding average inclusive value functions. Similarly, we let IMmj = Imj [W

M
j ] and

IWmj = Imj [W
W
j ] the men’s inclusive values, and ΓM

m (z) and ΓW
m (z) the corresponding average inclusive value

functions.

Lemma B.4. Suppose Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 4.1 hold. Then, (a) for the M-preferred stable matching,

IMwi ≥ Γ̂M
wn(xi) + op(1) and I

M
mj ≤ Γ̂M

mn(zj) + op(1)

for all i = 1, . . . , nw and j = 1, . . . , nm. Furthermore, (b), if the weight functions ω(x, z) ≥ 0 are bounded

and form a VC class in (x, z), then

sup
x∈X

1

n

nm
∑

j=1

ω(x, zj)(I
M
mj − Γ̂M

m (zj)) ≤ op(1) and inf
z∈Z

1

n

nm
∑

j=1

ω(xi, z)(I
M
wi − Γ̂M

w (xi)) ≥ op(1).

The analogous conclusions hold for the W-preferred stable matching.

Proof: First, note that we can bound conditional choice probabilities given an opportunity set from a

pairwise stable matching using the extremal matchings: Specifically, we define

ΛM
w (x, z;MM ) := P (Uij ≥ U∗

i (M
M
i )|MM

i =MM , xi = x, zj = z)
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as the conditional choice probability given the realization of the opportunity setMM from the male-preferred

matching. Also, we let the function Λw(x, z,W ) be the conditional choice probability for an exogenously

fixed opportunity set W as defined in (2.4).

By Lemma B.3, the conditional distribution of taste shifters ηi given that WM
i is supported by a stable

matching is approximated by its marginal distribution as n grows large. Hence, combining Lemmas B.1 and

B.3,

JΛM
w (xi, z;M

M
i ) ≤ JΛw(xi, z;M

M
i ) + op(1)

Furthermore, the conditional success probabilities Λw(·; Iw) and Λm(·; Im) are of the order J−1 = n−1/2,

whereas the approximation error in Lemma B.3 is multiplicative. Hence, by Lemma B.3 part (b),

E[J(DM
il1 − Λm(zl1 , xi; Iml1))|IMml1 , I

M
ml2 , xi, zj ] → 0,

and

E[J2(DM
il1 − Λm(zl1 , xi; I

M
ml1))(D

M
il2 − Λm(zl2 , xi; I

M
ml2))|I

M
ml1 , I

M
ml2 , xi, zj] → 0

with probability approaching 1, and for all l1 = 1, . . . , nm and l2 6= l1. Therefore by the law of iterated

expectations, and the conditional variance identity we have that for any two men l1 6= l2 the unconditional

pairwise covariance

J2Cov((DM
il1 − Λm(zl1 , xi; I

M
ml1)), (D

M
il2 − Λm(zl2 , xi; I

M
ml2))) → 0

with probability approaching 1. Since by Lemma 2.1 exp{U(x, z)} is bounded by a constant, we have that

Var(IMwi − Γ̂M
wn(xi)) → 0 for each i = 1, . . . , nw, so that part (a) follows from Chebyshev’s Inequality.

For part (b), it is sufficient to notice that part (a) and boundedness of ω(x, z) imply joint convergence in

probability for any finite grid of values x(1), . . . , x(k) ∈ X , so that uniform convergence follows from the VC

condition on ω(x, z) following standard arguments. �

Next, we establish uniform convergence of the fixed point mapping Ψ̂ in equation (4.1). We consider

uniformity with respect Γw ∈ Tw and Γm ∈ Tm, where Tw and Tm denote the space of bounded continuous

real-valued functions on X and Z, respectively, whose values and first p partial derivatives are bounded by

constants larger or equal to those from Theorem 3.1.

Recall that Ψ̂w[Γm](x) as defined in (4.1) is a sample average

Ψ̂wn[Γm](x) =
1

n

nm
∑

j=1

ψw(zj , x; Γm)

where

ψw(zj , x; Γm) :=
exp {U(x, zj ; θ) + V (zj , x; θ)}

1 + Γm(zj)

Similarly, we denote

ψm(xi, z; Γw) :=
exp {U(xi, z) + V (z, xi)}

1 + Γw(xi)

and define the classes of functions Fw : {ψw(·, x; Γm) : x ∈ X ,Γm ∈ Tm} and Fm : {ψm(·, z; Γw) : z ∈
Z,Γw ∈ Tw}.

Lemma B.5. Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds. Then (i) the classes Fw and Fm are Donsker, and (ii) the

mapping
(

Ψ̂w[Γm](x), Ψ̂m[Γw](x)
)

p→ (Ψw[Γm](x),Ψm[Γw](z))

uniformly in Γw ∈ Tw and Γm ∈ Tm and (x′, z′)′ ∈ X × Z as n→ ∞.
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Proof: The Donsker property follows from fairly standard arguments: By Assumption 2.1, the function

exp {U(x, z; θ) + V (z, x; θ)} is Lipschitz continuous in each of its arguments. Following Example 19.7 in van

der Vaart (1998), G := {exp {U(x, z; θ) + V (z, x; θ)} : x ∈ X , z ∈ Z, θ ∈ Θ} is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis (VC)

class, and therefore also Donsker. Since by definition of Tw, Tm, Γw ∈ Tw and Γm ∈ Tm have p bounded

derivatives, the class H = {Γw ∈ Tw}∪{Γm ∈ Tm} satisfies the conditions for Example 19.9 in van der Vaart

(1998), and is also VC. Now note that the transformation ψ(g, h) := g
1+h for g ∈ G and h ∈ H is continuous

and bounded on its domain since g and h are bounded, and h ≥ 0. It then follows from Example 19.20 in

van der Vaart (1998) that the class
{

ψ(g, h) := g
1+h |g ∈ G, h ∈ H

}

is also Donsker.

To establish (ii), note that the Donsker property of Fw,Fm implies that the classes are also Glivenko-

Cantelli. Hence, Ψ̂w and Ψ̂m converge uniformly to their respective population expectations. �

B.3. Proof of Theorem 4.2: We now turn to the proof of the main theorem, starting with part (a).

Since the theorem assumes the conditions of the Lemmas B.1 and B.3, we have that woman i’s conditional

probability for man j given the opportunity set Mi converges to Λ̂w(zj , xi;Mi). Hence, Lemma B.4 implies

convergence of the inclusive value Iwi to Γ̂w(xi),

Fixed-point representation. By Lemma B.4, we have that for the M-preferred matching, IMwi ≥ Γ̂M
wn(xi)+

op(1) and I
M
mj ≤ Γ̂M

mn(zj) + op(1) for all i = 1, . . . , nw and j = 1, . . . , nm. Note that by construction IMmj ≥ 0

a.s., and exp {U(x, z) + V (z, x)} ≤ exp{Ū + V̄ } < ∞ is bounded by Assumption 2.1, and is a VC class of

functions in x, z. Hence we can apply Lemma B.4 part (b) to conclude that

Γ̂M
w (x) =

1

n

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(x, zj) + V (zj , x)}
1 + IMmj

≥ 1

n

nm
∑

j=1

exp {U(x, zj) + V (zj , x)}
1 + Γ̂M

m (zj)
+ op(1)

where the remainder converges to zero in probability uniformly in x. We obtain similar expressions for

Γ̂M
m (z), Γ̂W

w (x), and Γ̂W
m (z). Hence, the inclusive value functions satisfy

Γ̂M
w ≥ Ψ̂M

w [Γ̂M
m ] + op(1) and Γ̂M

m ≤ Ψ̂M
m [Γ̂M

w ] + op(1)

Γ̂W
w ≤ Ψ̂W

w [Γ̂W
m ] + op(1) and Γ̂W

m ≥ Ψ̂W
m [Γ̂W

w ] + op(1)

where inequalities are component-wise, i.e. for Γ̂M (x) and Γ̂W (z) evaluated at any value of x ∈ X and z ∈ Z,

respectively. Noting that Ψ̂w[Γm] and Ψ̂m[Γw] are nonincreasing and Lipschitz continuous in Γm and Γw,

respectively, we have

Γ̂M
w ≥ Ψ̂M

w [Γ̂M
m ] + op(1) ≥ Ψ̂M

w [Ψ̂M
m [Γ̂M

w ]] + op(1)

from the first two inequalities. Hence, for any functions (Γ∗
w,Γ

∗
m) solving the fixed-point problem

Γ∗
w = Ψ̂w[Γ

∗
m] + op(1) and Γ∗

m = Ψ̂m[Γ∗
w] + op(1)

with equality, we have

Γ̂M
w ≥ Γ∗

w + op(1) and Γ̂M
m ≤ Γ∗

m + op(1)

and, from the second set of inequalities,

Γ̂W
w ≤ Γ∗

w + op(1) and Γ̂W
m ≥ Γ∗

m + op(1)
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However, since the mapping Ψ̂ is a contraction in logs, the fixed point (Γ∗
w,Γ

∗
m) is unique up to a term

converging to zero in probability. Furthermore, since MM
i ⊂ MW

i and WW
j ⊂ WW

j almost surely, we also

have

Γ̂M
w ≤ Γ̂W

w and Γ̂M
m ≥ Γ̂W

m

It therefore follows that

Γ̂M
w = Γ∗

w + op(1) and Γ̂M
m = Γ∗

m + op(1)

and the same condition also holds for the inclusive values from the W-preferred matching. Note that these

results need not be uniform with respect to (any random selection from) the full set of stable matchings, but

our argument only requires joint convergence for the two extremal matchings.

This establishes the fixed point representation for Γ̂W
w and Γ̂M

w in equations (4.1) and (4.2). Similarly, we

can also establish the fixed point characterization for the inclusive value function Γ̂W
m and Γ̂M

m for the male

side of the market. Since for any other stable matching, Γ̂M
w ≤ Γ̂∗

w ≤ Γ̂W
w and Γ̂W

m ≤ Γ̂∗
m ≤ Γ̂M

m , and further-

more by Theorem 3.1, the solution to the exact fixed-point problem Γ = Ψ̂[Γ] is unique with probability 1,

it follows that (4.2) is also valid for the inclusive value functions under any other stable matching.

In order to prove part (b), we will proceed by the following steps: we first show existence and smoothness

of the solutions to the fixed-point problem in the finite economy (4.2), and then show that the solution to

the fixed-point problem of the limiting market in (3.5) is well separated, so that uniform convergence of the

mapping log Ψ̂ to logΨ implies convergence of Γ̂ to Γ∗.

Existence and smoothness conditions for Γ̂. First, note that existence and differentiability of Γ̂w and Γ̂m

solving the fixed point problem in (4.2) follows from Theorem 3.1: Since the conditions of the theorem do

not make any assumptions on the distribution of xi and zj , it applies to the case in which w(x) and m(z)

are the p.m.f.s corresponding to the empirical distributions of xi and zj , respectively. Hence, Assumption

2.1 and Theorem 3.1 imply uniqueness and differentiability to pth order with uniformly bounded partial

derivatives conditional on any realization of the empirical distribution of observable characteristics. Since

the bounds on the contraction constant λ and on partial derivatives of Γ̂w, Γ̂m do not depend on the marginal

distributions, they also hold almost surely with respect to realizations of the empirical distribution.

Local Uniqueness. Next, we verify that for all δ > 0 we can find η > 0 such that whenever Γ̃ such that

‖ log Γ̃− log Γ∗‖∞ > δ we have ‖(log Γ̃− logΨ[Γ̃])− (log Γ− logΨ[Γ])‖∞ > η: First, note that by Theorem

3.1, the mapping (log Γ) 7→ (logΨ[Γ]) is a contraction with constant λ := exp{Ū+V̄+γ∗}
1+exp{Ū+V̄+γ∗} < 1, where we let

γ∗ := max{γw, γm}. Then, using the triangle inequality, we can bound

‖(log Γ̃− logΨ[Γ̃])− (log Γ− logΨ[Γ])‖∞ ≥ ‖ log Γ̃− log Γ∗‖∞ − ‖ logΨ[Γ̃])− logΨ[Γ]‖∞
≥ ‖ log Γ̃− log Γ∗‖∞ − λ‖ log Γ̃− log Γ∗‖∞
> (1− λ)δ > 0

so that we can choose η = η(δ) := (1− λ)δ.

Convergence of Γ̂−Γ∗. Finally, Lemma B.5 implies that the fixed point mapping Ψ̂ converges to Ψ0 uniformly

in x, z and Γw ∈ Tw, and Γm ∈ Tm. Since Ψ̂ > 0 is also bounded away from zero almost surely, it follows that

| log Ψ̂ − logΨ0| converges to zero in outer probability and uniformly in in x, z and Γw ∈ Tw, and Γm ∈ Tm
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as well. Hence for any ε > 0 and n large enough, we have

P

(

sup
Γ∈T

‖ log Ψ̂[Γ]− logΨ0[Γ]‖∞ >
η

2

)

≤ 1− ε

It follows from the choice of η above that

P
(

‖ log Γ̂− log Γ∗‖∞ > δ
)

≤ 1− ε

so that convergence of Γ̂ to Γ∗ in probability under the sup norm follows from the continuous mapping

theorem. �

B.4. Proof of Corollary 4.1. As shown in section 2, the event that woman i and man j are matched

under a stable matching requires that woman i prefers j over any man l in her opportunity set M∗
i given

that matching, and that man j prefers i over any woman k in his opportunity set W ∗
j . Now, by Lemmata

B.1 and B.3 part (a), the conditional probability that i prefers j over any l ∈ M∗
i given her inclusive value

satisfies

JP (Uij ≥ U∗
i (M

∗
i )|Iwi, xi, zj) = JΛw(xi, zj; Iwi) + o(1)

with probability approaching 1, where Λw(·) is as defined in section 2.3. Now, by Theorem 4.2 (b), the

inclusive values Iwi and Imj converge in probability to Γw(xi) and Γm(zj), respectively, so that by the

continuous mapping theorem,

JΛw(xi, zj; Iwi) = JΛw(xi, zj; Γw(xi)) + op(1).

Similarly, the conditional probability that man j chooses i over every k ∈ W ∗
j converges according to

JP (Vji ≥ V ∗
j (W

∗
i )|Imj , zj , xi) = JΛm(zj , xi; Γm(zj)) + op(1).

Finally, by Lemma B.3 part (b) and Assumption 4.1, the joint probability of the two events converges to the

product of the marginals,

nP (Uij ≥ U∗
i (M

∗
i ), Vji ≥ V ∗

j (W
∗
i )|Iwi, Imj , xi, zj) = J2Λw(xi, zj; Γw(xi))Λm(zj , xi; Γm(zj)),

so that the conclusion of this corollary follows from a LLN using B.3 part (c) together with Assumptions 2.1

and 4.1, via an argument analogous to the proof of Lemma B.4. �
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